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Abstract 
 
The project report contains a computer simulation of the Restricted Three Body Problem in 
regards to planetary motion.  Included is a description of the classic Three Body Problem and the 
Restricted Three Body problem.  The latter being the specific case of two large masses, and a 
third body, who’s mass is negligible in comparison. 
 
The simulation program is written in the Java programming language, thus making it possible to 
use the simulation package of jDisco.  Therefore, included in this report is a description of jDisco, 
along with simulation theory.  This simulation package provides a wide range of integration 
methods for solving differential equations numerically.  Thus, a section on numerical integration 
theory is also included. 
 
An experiment is also performed with our Restricted Three Body Problem simulation program, 
where we analyze results to answer two questions.  The first being, how does changing the initial 
parameters of the third body affect its trajectory?  Our results demonstrate that there is a chaotic 
behavior of the third body’s trajectory.  The second question being, what is the significance of 
the errors made in the method of numerical integration and how does this affect the accuracy of 
our results?  Therefore, the second purpose of our report is the study of error tolerance. 
Experimenting with the numerical methods we showed that results are affected by round-off 
errors and errors provided by the inaccuracy of some methods, proving the importance of the 
step-size control, either automatic or manual.  
 
 
 
 
 
Key-words: three body problem restricted three body problem, planetary motion, simulation, 
numerical methods.  
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Preface 
 
The Three Body Problem (3BP) is a classic problem that has been studied for centuries by 
physicists who were interested describing planetary motion.  However, the problem cannot be 
solved analytically except some special cases. (Barrow-Green, p.7).  One of these special 
solutions has been found by Joseph Louis Lagrange (1736-1813)1, who has solved the 3BP with 
five known points and other restrictions listed below.  These five points are known as 
Lagrangian points.  The limitations he used are known as the Restricted Three Body problem 
(R3BP).  Since the problem is both challenging mathematically and in physics theory, it seemed 
an ideal subject for a project report in computer simulation. 
Problem formulation for the project 
• Write a computer simulation of the restricted three body problem,  
• Observe and demonstrate the chaotic nature of planets’ motion, by changing the starting 
conditions of the observed body in the R3BP, 
• Examine how the chosen integration methods may affect the trajectory of observed body 
in the R3BP. 
 
Methods used to solve the problem 
The Three Bodies Problem cannot and will not be solved analytically, but we will solve it 
numerically by the use of a computer simulation program written in Java with the use of jDisco.  
We will build up to solving the R3BP by using Newton’s Law of Gravitation, and then deriving 
the equations necessary for modeling the R3BP.  We have further solved the R3BP with the 
following methods: 
• The observed body, the third body, has a mass that is negligible to the other two masses, 
• By holding the two larger masses stable, we can choose a rotating system of coordinates 
at their center of mass, 
• We are limiting the initial positions of the observed body to the five known Lagrangian 
points for the study of the error tolerances of the integration methods. 
 
                                                      
1
 http://www-spof.gsfc.nasa.gov/Education/wlagran.html 
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With these restrictions, we are able to build the trajectory of the observed body and study the 
error tolerances for the chosen integration methods. 
 
Target group for the report 
The target groups for this report are students of computer science, instructors, and professionals 
that are interested in computer simulation.  However, given the nature of the simulation in this 
report, they should also have a background in physics, including Newton’s Law of Gravitation.  
Furthermore, they should have a strong understanding of calculus, including 2nd Order 
differential equations, and integration methods. They should also have a basis understanding of 
trigonometry. 
 
The paper is also of interest to those that want to study computational physics, and how 
computer simulation may become a tool in this field of study.  The last groups targeted are 
physics students, instructors that are interested in the 3BP, along with anyone interested in 
astrophysics. 
 
If the reader is interested in the source code of the Three Body Simulation, then knowledge of a 
programming language is necessary; i.e. Java or similar object orientated programming language 
(OOP). 
 
Reason for the report 
We chose to write this project on the simulation of the Restricted Three Body Problem to meet 
our second semester project requirements while studying Natural Science International Basis at 
Roskilde University, in Roskilde Denmark. 
 
Contents of the Report 
The first part of the report is introductory material, which also includes a motivation for writing 
the report.  We then discuss the goals of the project, and methods that were used in order to 
accomplish and understand this goal. 
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The next two sections of the report handle the theory behind planetary motion. We start the 
theory sections with the derivation of the equation for the Two Body Problem (2BP).  This 
equation is the basis equation for planetary motion and is derived by using Newton’s Law of 
Gravitation.  Then we give an introduction to the N-Body and the 3BP and use this background 
along with the 2BP to derive the equations needed to simulate the R3BP. 
 
The next two sections of the report deal with the subjects of numerical integration methods and 
computer simulation. The numerical integration section covers the process of how integration of 
differential equations is performed in a computer simulation program, along with the methods of 
integration we have chosen to study. Then the simulation section comprises of simulation theory, 
a more detailed description of the jDisco simulation package, along with an explanation of 
segments of our code. 
 
We then have two sections where we test our simulation program and the resulting data from 
experimenting with the following two hypotheses: 
We are studying two hypotheses in our experiment as follows: 
• It is expected that changing the initial parameters in the R3BP model will lead to a 
decided difference in the third body’s trajectory. 
• The choice of integration method is not expected to influence the resulting trajectory of 
the third body. 
 
We will describe in the Experiment section a systematic approach to solving these hypotheses.  
The results, which are represented as the observed body’s trajectory in a graphical form, are  
stored fully in the appendixes. 
 
Finally, we will close our report with an Analysis and Discussion section, along with our 
conclusion.  There we summarize the project, the results and the limitations.  We will also list 
any questions raised from our Experiment section of the report that may be of interest for future 
study. 
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All of this is followed by our list of References, Glossary of Terms and the Appendixes.  The 
first appendix includes our source code for the Restricted Three Body Problem; while the data as 
compromises of graphical output and tabular printouts from actual runs of our model is contained 
in appendixes III-VI.  
Words in italics are special terms and their definitions along with explanations in the text may be 
found in the Glossary in the alphabetic order.  
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1. Introduction  
 
The three-body problem (3BP) describes the motion of three bodies interacting gravitationally 
with given parameters: masses, the initial velocity coordinates.  This project is devoted to the 
computer simulation of the 3BP’s special case: the restricted three body problem (R3BP).  The 
R3BP is limited by assuming one of the bodies massless in contrast with two other heavy ones. 
Furthermore, the observed body was assumed to have no gravitational influence on the other two 
bodies.  The problem is to describe the motion of the massless body in the rotating system of 
coordinates where heavy bodies remain static. 
 
The report first gives the basics knowledge on the 3BP and N-Body Problem to derive further the 
equations of the R3BP.  The result is the system of differential equations describing the observed 
body’s movement.  
 
These equations are solved numerically therefore the next section of the report briefly covers 
integration methods theory.  It describes how these methods are used to interpolate the value of 
the integral by differentiation and how do various method differ from each other. Two methods, 
that are used in the computer simulation (the Euler method and the Runge-Kutta England 
method), are described detailed.  
 
Following the report we go on form the model building to the model implementing which is 
described in the Computer simulation section, which gives a full documentation to the written 
code.  Afterwards, we take a systematic approach to test our simulation model and use it to check 
the hypothesis statements and to either prove or argue it. The analysis of the results is held along 
with a discussion and conclusion. 
 
1.1 Motivation  
The R3BP has many relevant and practical uses in today’s world, thus it makes it an interesting 
problem to study.  According to Sharp, (2001, p.1), the R3BP can be used to calculate the orbits 
of comets, asteroids, along with the moons of other planets in our solar system.  Furthermore, it 
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is used to calculate the trajectories of probes and spacecraft to distant planets or our moon.  In 
order for probes and spacecrafts to make orbit and land on our neighboring planets, precise 
trajectories must be calculated.  They are even recalculated during flight, and adjusted if 
necessary, so that the vehicle does not miss its target.  This type of process is described in an 
article by the European Space Agency, (2006) with an account of the Venus Express Probe. 
 
In addition, there is a rapidly growing and popular technology which consumers are purchasing 
today, called GPS devices.  These devices were first used by the United States military for 
tracking enemy troop movement. They rely on a series of orbiting satellites, which appear to stay 
in stationary orbits around the earth.  This is accomplished by using the earth as a frame of 
reference, along with calculations that also involve the R3BP.  In order to maintain these 
stationary orbits, the satellites have to read its position and make necessary adjustments if they 
become out of sync (ITT Manufacturing Enterprises, Inc., 1999). 
 
Satellite set into orbit around the Earth, sent to other planets, or gone into an interplanetary flight 
is  affected by the gravitational forces that  have to be calculated in making a regard of  the Earth 
and other planets.  Thus, this gives our project relevance in today’s rapidly changing world. 
 
To build up a model for computer simulation, some background knowledge is required.  Since 
the R3BP is related to the physics, it was decided to make a project that combined computer 
simulation and physics, otherwise known as computational physics.  
The project is challenging in programming, physics and also mathematics, since it involves the 
derivation of 2nd order differential equations.  We want to know how the gravitation affects the 
trajectory of planets, and how does the observed body in the R3BP moves according to that 
influence and problem limitations. 
 
The Java language for the computer simulation was chosen firstly in order to use the available 
and convenient jDisco package.  Also, Java has become popular due to it platform independence 
and is used in various areas (Horstmann, 2005). Therefore developing Java programming skills is 
something we all wanted to reach as well. 
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2. Problem formulation 
 
The main goal of this project report is to answer the following: 
• Write a computer simulation of the restricted three body problem,  
• Observe and demonstrate the chaotic nature of planet’s motion, by changing the initial 
starting conditions of the observed body in the R3BP, 
• Examine how the chosen integration methods and how this may affect the trajectory of 
observed body in R3BP. 
 
3. Method to answer the question 
 
In order to reach the goal and build the simulation of the R3BP, we first had to study computer 
simulation and numerical methods theory.  The model is implemented in the Java programming 
language so that we can use the simulation package of jDisco. 
 
The understanding of the physical and mathematical background of planetary motion was needed,  
to solve this problem.  Plus we had to have an understanding of how the Three Body Problem 
worked, in order for us to build the model.  Therefore, we searched in scientific databases, the 
Internet, and read books from the library.  The physics instructor, whom we met with, gave a 
brief introductory lecture on the subject of the Three Body Problem to give us a basis 
understanding of what we may want to study in our project, i.e. possible hypothesis statements. 
 
In order to simulate planetary motion, we built up the model, deriving 2nd order differential 
equations from the Newton’s Law of Gravitation and theory gained from the R2BP. 
 
After this, we created the source code to simulate our model.  There were created two packages. 
Firstly, the Restricted3BodyExperiment class which was used to run our data points through.  We 
built a constructor in order to easily change initial starting parameters.  The second package 
contains the programs and classes necessary to animate the R3BP.   
 
Using the simulation program, we tested the data points provided by Sharp (2001). This was 
followed by experimenting with the model in two ways.  First, we changed the initial starting 
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position of the asteroid by increasing and/or decreasing it by 0.1%, 0.01% and 0.001%.  With 
making these small changes we were able to observe whether there was a change in the asteroids 
trajectory, thus showing or arguing the chaotic behavior of the planetary motion.  The second 
part of the experiment included experimenting with the error tolerance by changing the step-size. 
This was done to observe on how the chosen method for solving differential equations, may 
influence the resulting trajectory.   
 
4.  Two Body Problem 
4.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to derive the equation that describes planetary motion in a system 
of two bodies. These equations form the basis for the equations derived later for the Restricted 
Three Body Problem. 
 
4.2 Equation for the Two Body Problem 
 
The Newton’s Law of Gravitation says: 
 
2
21
r
MGMF =  (1) 
Where F is the total gravitational force (equal for both of the bodies, also according to the 
Newton’s third law), G is the gravitational constant, and M1 and M2 are the masses of the first 
and the second planet respectively. 
 
We can rewrite F as the following equation, since the following equations for the second body 
are derived in the same manner: 
 
,2
21
11
r
MGM
aMF ==  
(2) 
where a is the acceleration.  As the two bodies are assumed to be stationary, it means that the 
acceleration form the gravitational force is compensated by the normal acceleration which allows 
us to write the following: 
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1
2
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aa n ===  
(3) 
where r1 is a distance of the body 1 from the center of rotation which is the center of mass. The 
equation for the center of mass is: 
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+
+
=  
(4) 
where xc.o.m. – is the center of mass’ coordinate on the line, connecting bodies’ center; r1 and r2 are 
the distances from the center of mass to the two bodies respectively. Let’s assume xc.o.m. to be in 
the origin of the coordinates therefore it is equal to 0. 
Then r1 is less than zero. Notice that  
 rrr =− 12  (5) 
Then from the equations (4) and (5) follows that 
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Using equations (3) and (7), we can write the following (notice, that r1
 
is more than zero here): 
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(8) 
(Based on Halliday, Resnick, &Walker, p.203, p. 343)  
 
This equation (8) will be used later in the restricted three body problem. It describes the motion 
of the two bodies: each of them rotates in respect to the center of mass on the distance r1 and r2 
respectively with an angular acceleration w.  
 
5. Three body problem  
 
 
This section gives the physical and mathematical background of the model used for computer 
simulation.  Equations for the three body problem and the restricted three body problem are 
derived along with comments and problem description. 
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5.1 Introduction and N-body problem  
The N-body problem describes the system of N bodies moving in a common gravitational field.  
Determine each body’s coordinate at any moment of time given masses and initial velocity and 
coordinate. (Green-Barrow, p.7) 
 
As it has been shown by Poincaré, there is no possible analytical solution for this problem for 
any N>2. (Montgomery, p 471) All these problems though, including special cases, can be 
solved numerically with the use of integration methods.  
 
The general law for N-body problem is derived from the Newton’s law for gravitation (see 2BP 
for details) and second Newton’s law of motion ( maF = , where m is mass considered to be 
constant and a is acceleration the body gets being affected by force F), as shown in the following 
equation: 
 
∑
≠=
−
=
N
ijj ij
ijji
R
xxm
G
dt
xd
,1
32
2 )(
 
  (9) 
where 2
2
dt
xd i
 is the second derivative for coordinate x (or, in other words, the acceleration along 
the x-axis) for body i.  Each body is interacting with N-1 other bodies, which is the reason that 
the final acceleration is a sum of N-1 components: according to the principle of superposition, all 
forces should be summed up.  
 
 ijR is a distance between bodies i and j and can be calculated by the use of the Pythagoras 
theorem: 
 
.)()( 22 ijijij yyxxR −+−=  
(10) 
Acceleration along two other axis is derived the same way.  
 
5.2 The three body problem 
Equations for three body problem can be easily written using N-body problem equations 
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introduced earlier.  As the gravitational force from each of the bodies in respect to one of other is 
equal 
 
2
ij
ji
ij R
MM
F γ−= ; 
(11) 
where i≠j; i, j=1,2,3; then second derivatives for each coordinate can be written as a following 
system (Barrow-Green, p.8): 
  (12a) 
 
 
(12b) 
 
(12c) 
where i≠j; i,j=1,2,3; i is coordinate in one of three axis, j is number of the body. 2
2
dt
xd ij
 is an 
acceleration of body number j along the corresponding axis. See figure 1, below, which is drawn 
in order to show how axis and coordinates are named. 
 
 
Jupiter-Sun-Earth system as an example of classical three body problem 
x1 
x2 
x3 
        Z 
Y 
X 
 (x1, x2, x3) 
Figure 1: A diagram that shows the meaning of variables 
introduced (Courtesy of E.Avdeeva, May 2007) 
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One of the real-life of 3BP is a system of the Sun, Jupiter, and the Earth. If the general relativity 
is ignored one may refer to the fact that without Jupiter the Earth’s orbit would be stable and not 
changing with time (Giordano, p.98). The problem is to find out how Jupiter, being the largest 
planet in the Solar System, gravitationally affects the Earth motion. (The Sun’s position is taken 
as an origin of coordinates, so it is immobile). Following calculations and equations are 
introduced in order to give a better understanding of the problem, though, as will be shown later, 
the restricted three body problem is derived from the basic two body case. 
 
As mentioned above, the gravitational law is mainly used when solving the three body problem.  
When implementing the model it would be convenient to divide acceleration into components 
concerning movement along one of the axis.  The Sun-Jupiter-Earth system is plane so only two 
coordinates: x and y - are required.  
 
ϕγ cos)( 2
12
21
12 R
MM
xF −= ; 
(13) 
where cosϕ, according to the disposition (see Figure 2), is described by the equation: 
 
12
21cos
R
xx −
=ϕ
. 
(14) 
Repeating the same procedure for y-projection one has the second equation: 
 
Earth 
Sun 
ϕ 
Fx 
Fy 
F12 y 
x 
Jupiter 
Figure 2: Describes the disposition of planets for the three 
body problem: the Sun, the Earth and Jupiter (Giordano, 
p.99). 
x1, y1 
x2,y2 
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(15) 
As total force moving each of planets is the sum of forces from another one and the sun, x-
component of planet’s acceleration will be: 
 
3
12
1,2,2
3
,1
1,1,
2
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2 )(
R
xxm
r
xm
dt
dv
dt
xd xx
sun
xsunx −
−−== γγ
 
 
(16) 
Equations for y-component and corresponding equations for Jupiter are written in the same way.  
5.3 The restricted three body problem 
One interesting facet of 3BP is called the restricted three body problem (R3BP).  It is a special 
case with two heavy bodies and a very small body that assumed to have no gravitational 
influence on two other planets, moving in their common gravitational field.  The movement of 
two bodies is described by the 2BP: they are rotating around their common centre of mass 
(Barrow-Green, p.11). Further is given the commented derivation of R3BP equations. 
 
R3BP implies movement of only one body with two others remaining still by choosing a rotating 
system of coordinates. The origin is at the center of mass of two heavier bodies, x-axis passing 
through the these two bodies centers and perpendicular y-axis  [Sharp, p.1]. (See figure 3 on 
page 18 for better understanding).  
 
To derive equations for the R3BP, let us first write them for a usual static system of coordinates 
with origin in center of mass of two heavy bodies. Derivation of equations below is based on 
(Barrow-Green, p. 9-10).  
 
Let us introduce following variables and constants: 
(u1, v1), (u2, v2) and (u3, v3) - coordinates of two large bodies and a observed body in a static 
system of coordinates; 
 r13, r23 – distances between first and third bodies; second and third bodies respectively (same for 
both systems);  
r – distance between heavy bodies, which is, according to the 2BP, constant; 
m1, m2, m3 – masses of the bodies, m3<<m1, m2; 
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Then, according to what was shown earlier in the 3BP, the following is true: 
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(17b) 
What is needed now is to express coordinates in the static coordinate system through coordinates 
in the rotating one and find acceleration in the new system.  
According to the equation (8), heavy bodies are rotating with respect to the center of masses with 
angular acceleration  
 
3
21
r
mmGw +=
 
(18) 
This equation (18) is used now to transfer old set of coordinates into a new one. Let us define x1, 
x2 as the x-coordinates of large bodies and (x, y) as the coordinates of the observed body in a 
new coordinate system. 
y 
x 
Body 1: 
Mass: m1 
Coordinates: (x1, 0) 
Body 2: 
Mass: m2 
Coordinates: (x2, 0) 
Body 3: 
Mass: m (m<<m1,m2) 
Coordinates: (x, y) 
Velocity: vx, vy (along 
x,y-axis) 
Acceleration: ax, ay   
(along x,y-axis) 
 
Figure 3: Shows the disposition of bodies in the R3BP and their parameters. 
(Courtesy of E.Avdeeva, May 2007) 
) 
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It takes time t to turn the rotating coordinate system for the angle ϕ=wt (see figure 4 for clearer 
understanding) in respect to the static one, therefore the basic geometry makes the following 
system of equations true: 
 wtywtxu sincos3 −= ;    (19a) 
 ;cossin3 wtywtxv +=  (19b) 
 wtxu cos11 = ; (19c) 
 wtxv sin11 = ; (19d) 
 wtxu cos22 = ;   (19e) 
 wtxv sin22 = ; (19f) 
 
The y-coordinate of both heavy bodies is equal to 0, which is why equations for the 1st and 2nd 
bodies ((19cd) and (19ef) respectively) contain only one component.   
 
 
Now we differentiate equations (19a) and (19b) twice in respect to time t in order to get the 
acceleration of the observed body in old system of coordinates. Thus we will get two equations 
ϕ 
v 
u 
y 
x 
Figure 4: Depicts the angle between two system of coordinates: v(u) 
– bold lines  and y(x) – dashed lines.  
(Courtesy of E.Avdeeva, May 2007) 
w 
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for this acceleration expressed through different variables. 
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(21a) 
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(21b) 
Now we need to get rid of time variables and all trigonometric functions that only show relation 
between two systems of coordinates in the equations, and we accomplish this by substituting 
equations (19) and (21) in the system (17) to get the following: 
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Multiplying (22a) by coswt and (22b) by sinwt and adding one to each other we get the result for 
x-coordinate: 
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Multiplying (22a) by -sinwt and (22b) by coswt and adding one to each other we get the result for 
y-coordinate: 
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Taking everything except acceleration to the left part of equation we get the two final expressions: 
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Coming back to equation (18) we notice that w is constant and by choosing proper units, it may 
be assumed to be equal to1. Going back to the fact that heavy bodies move according to the 2BP 
equations, we may write following equations for their coordinates: 
 x1=-m2 (25a) 
 x2=m1 (25b) 
Therefore, taking everything except acceleration to the left part of equation, taking w=1 and 
using equations (25ab) and Pythagoras equation for 23r  and 13r , we get the two final expressions: 
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(26b) 
These two equations are used in the computer simulation. By solving them numerically with the 
help of the integration methods, we will be able to describe the motion of the observed body.  
5.4 Lagrangian points 
Some of analytical solutions of the 3BP special cases refer to so called Lagrangian, or libration 
points.  These particular solutions were found by Euler with further contribution by Lagrange 
(Barrow-Green, p.16). If the third body is placed in one of those points, then with a particular 
initial velocity, the geometric configuration will not change with time (Barrow-Green, p.16) 
meaning that the triangle with vertices in the three bodies’ centers remains undisturbed. The 
disposition of he Lagrangian points is shown on figure 5.  
 
 
 
 
L4 
L4 
L3 
L5 
L1 
m1 L2 m2 
Figure 5: Shows the disposition of Lagrangian points L1-L5 in 
respect to two heavy bodies m1 and m2. (Barrow-Green, p.17) 
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6.  Numerical methods 
6.1 Introduction 
In previous sections differential equations were derived from known laws and equations.  We are 
going to use them while simulating the R3BP with the use of the package jDisco, which contains 
different integration methods.  Later on we are describing how we are going to test the program 
using some of available integration methods (see Experiment, Section 8).  While this section 
gives a description what do integration methods to, how do they vary and which of them are we 
using in the simulation code. 
 
Numerical methods helps to solve mathematical problems to produce numerical solutions.  This 
is in contrast with analytical solutions that provide symbolic result, making it possible to 
formulate the problem using differential equations (Gould, p.1).  Numerical methods include 
procedures for solving the problem and a computable error estimates (Oxford Dictionary of 
Computing, p.360). 
 
When the problem can not be solved analytically then a numerical solution is required.  However, 
there might be no way to achieve the precise result, meaning no such formula to put data in.  One 
can use integration methods that cannot calculate the precise value, but can build up a step-by-
step approximation.  The idea is that if one takes small steps (e.g. short periods of time), 
multiplied by derivatives and then added to the function (Press, p.708).  As a derivative may not 
be constant during the step, the result is not the real curve itself, but rather its approximation.  
The smaller the step size is, the more precise the value we get will be.  Although, with too small 
step size, there can occur computational problems; meaning the computer cannot handle too 
highly precise calculations, thus leading to some error.  Together with the error, due to the 
inaccuracy of the approximation.  This makes the results tend to vary from very precise to a very 
inaccurate (e.g. Euler method).  Therefore for different types of problems different methods are 
used in order to decrease the error and provide valid results.  
 
jDisco offers eleven different integration  methods which include: 5 variations of Runge-Kutta 
method, Adams-Bashforth variable order predictor-corrector, Fowler-Warten, Trapez, Simpson 
and Euler methods. (Helsgaun, p.38)  They vary from highly complex to quite simple, and are 
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used for different types of problems.  One of our aims is to experiment using some of methods 
from the list above and watch the influence of this procedure on the final result.   
6.2 The Euler method 
The simplest method is the so called Euler method. Let us consider function y(x) and let  
 )(xf
dx
dy
=  
(27) 
Then the formula for Euler method is 
 yn+1 = yn + hf(xn) (28) 
Where yn, yn+1- values calculated on steps n and n+1 respectively; h is a step size (Gould, pp 13-
14). 
 
This is the basic method, but it is not recommended for use due to its inaccuracy (Press, p.710).  
As one can see, the Euler method assumes f(x) being constant on the interval [xn,xn+1].  The 
symbol O(f(h)) is used to notate the measure of inaccuracy.  For the Euler method it is equal to 
O(h2), which is not a good result when comparing it with the step size (Press, p.710).  To obtain a 
satisfactory result one needs to make a smaller step which leads to increasing the number of 
iterations and therefore the amount of time the calculation takes.  Also, as it was mentioned 
above, there may also appear round-off errors (Gould, p.45). 
 
Many methods are based on the Euler algorithm.  For example, if there is a function x(t), where x 
is a coordinate, Euler method would provide equation as written above: 
 x(t+∆t)=x(t)+v(t)∆t; (29) 
where v is velocity,.  
 
The Euler-Cromer algorithm, being more advanced, would use the following equations: 
 v(t+∆t)=v(t)+a(t)∆t; where a is acceleration;    (30) 
 x(t+∆t)=x(t)+v(t+ ∆t)∆t, (31) 
thus using a second derivative of the function (Gould, p.45). 
6.3 The Runge-Kutta family of methods and step-control 
The Runge-Kutta algorithm family is also based on the modified Euler method, using higher 
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derivatives to build up its approximation.  We go on using the same example from above in order 
to explain those methods: 
 ),( txf
dt
dx
=  
(32) 
The superiority of the Runge-Kutta method over Euler is that: f(x,t) is evaluated more than once 
in the interval [t, t+∆t], while Euler method uses only the value only at time t.   
 
The second-order Runge-Kutta method solves the differential equation ( ),( txf
dt
dx
= ) in the 
following way: let  
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Notice that expression (33a) is the Euler step, but (33b) derives it into a better approximation. 
 
This method is also called the midpoint method (Press, pp.710-711), because the algorithm uses 
derivative calculated on in the middle of the interval to recalculate the final value: 
 
 +=+ 21 kxx nn  (Gould, p.78). (34) 
The error now is less than when using Euler method.  
 
The difference of various Runge-Kutta methods is mostly in dividing the step into different 
number of parts.  
 
The most commonly used method - forth-order Runge-Kutta method, which computes the 
derivative, as it is easily understood from the name, four times: twice in the middle and at both 
ends of the interval. Two middle points are estimated from the calculated values for the ends. The 
system for this method is: 
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with an equation for coordinate: 
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(36) 
 
Depending on how big the error is, the mechanism of step-control is either increasing or 
decreasing the step size. The easiest way to control the error is to compare the calculated value of 
x at the same time with two different steps: ∆t and ∆t/2. If the difference is too big.  This is found 
by comparing to some constant absolute error, then the procedure is repeated with a smaller step. 
Another way to control the error is to run two algorithms at a time, for example, 4th-order and 5th 
order Runge-Kutta methods.  The latter is evidently more precise; therefore one can subtract one 
result from another and get a difference, which is to be compared to a wanted error value.  In any 
case, if the error doesn’t fit the desired accuracy, the step is decreased. (Gould, pp.80-81). 
 
Also there are other algorithms (e.g. Bulirsch-Stoer, predictor-corrector methods) that are used 
for highly precise calculations (Press, p.712).  However, having chosen from available methods, 
we are using Euler and Runge-Kutta method’s varieties in testing the simulation program.  
Runge-Kutta is the most common method for solving such differential equations as we have, 
while Euler method is used in order to show the importance of accuracy control and importance 
of integration method choice in the simulation. 
 
7. The Computer Simulation 
7.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this section of the project report is to describe the computer simulation program, 
which was written in conjunction with this report.  We will first define briefly what computer 
simulation is, than we point the reader to the Glossary of Terms to find terms associated with 
Object Orientated Programming or OOP.  This is followed by an overview of jDisco.  After 
which, we will review the program from an outside-in approach, starting with the classes. 
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It should be noted that the computer simulation for this project only handles only continuous 
processes of the planetary motion.  Thus, there are no discrete-events in our computer simulation, 
which we sometimes refer to as our model. 
7.2 Definitions 
Computer simulation is the use of computers to replicate a process or a natural occurring 
phenomenon or behaviors.  It could be for example the behavior of an ecological system, a fight 
simulator game that kids play or a more advanced version that trains pilots.  It could also mimic 
the flow of traffic in a city, plus many other examples (Oxford University Press, 2004, pp. 484-
485). 
Computer simulation can be broken down into discrete event and continuous processes.  A 
discrete-event is an event that happens at a specific time in a computer simulation. Whereas 
continuous, means something that happens continuously while a computer simulation running 
(Helsgaun, Computer Simulation Lecture, 2007). 
Since we are using Java, there is a need to define some basic terminology defined for the reader, 
which we do in the Glossary of Terms.  Thus, words in italics can be found in the Glossary of 
Terms of this report, the first time that they are used. 
For the ease of the reader we will write methods with a name and parenthesis, for example: 
actions( ) or hold( ).  Class names will be in bold the first time they are used, whereas variable 
names will just be in normal type. 
7.3 jDisco2. 
In our computer simulation, we decided to use the Java programming language to simulate the 
R3BP.  The main purpose of using Java as the programming language was that we could 
incorporate the use jDisco.  jDisco, which stands for Java Discrete-Continuous, is a computer 
simulation package for discrete-events and continuous processes written for Java (Helsgaun, 
2001).  A package is a group of computer programs grouped together that solves a specific task 
(Oxford University Press, 2004, p.20).  This package was written by Keld Helsgaun for research 
                                                      
2
 The Java Docs that are referenced in this section can be downloaded from Keld Helsgauns 
website:  http://www.akira.ruc.dk/~keld/research/JDISCO 
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purposes for computer simulations, and can be used freely for these purposes (Helsgaun, 2001). 
jDisco contains many classes and methods, which were written to work with the Java 
programming language.  A class, according to Cay Horstmann (2005, p.912), is what defines the 
object in OOP, or “a programmer defined data-type.”  Whereas a method is a sequence of steps 
that to be carried out within a class from the variables that were passed to it when it was called.  
A method may also have a return statement, which means that it will return a value back to the 
place where the method was originally called from (Horstmann, p. 918).  In our model, a number 
of the classes and methods provided in jDisco were used, and thus will be defined here.  
However, we will not attempt to describe every class or method available in jDisco, it will just 
describe the main ones that were used in the program.  These include:  Process, Variable, 
Reporter, Graph, and derivatives( ). 
The main source for the documentation of this section is jDiscos Java Docs, and used in almost 
all definitions or explanations.  Any other source will be specified as it is used. 
7.3.1 Process 
Both the Restricted3BodyExperiment.java and Restricted3BodyAnimation.java classes, 
extends Process, which in turn is an extension of the class Continuous.  A distinction needs to 
be made here that the reader should be aware of, which is the Process in jDisco is not the same as 
the Process class from the Java Programming Library.  Extension means that the class builds on 
the class that it extends, using some of the methods defined in the class, i.e. “forming new 
constructs”, and/or overriding others (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.194).  Overriding is just 
the act of creating a method of the same name in the class that is being extended by the other 
class (Horstmann, p. 919). 
The main reason for having these classes extend the jDiscos Process is that they will have access 
to the methods and variables that are written in the class.  The two main classes for our model, 
uses several of the methods and variables that are available from Process. 
In our model the following methods from Process are used:  actions( ), activate( ), derivatives( ), 
hold( ) and integrationMethod( ).  We also use the following variables: dtMin, dtMax, 
maxAbsError and maxRelError.  All of which are defined below with assistance from the Java 
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Docs file included with jDisco: 
Methods: 
• actions( ): is how long the process lasts or the “life cycle.” 
• activate( ): starts the process on the passed parameter.  It runs in “simulation time,” but 
only after processes listed before it have been activated.  The process needs to be in 
active mode, i.e. “not passive,” in order to run. 
• derivatives( ): which overrides the derivatives( ) method in jDisco.  This is where the 
derivatives of the simulation are placed and processed.  This method needs to be listed in 
order to not have an error message, when a continuous process is begun. 
• hold( ): does simply as it says, it stalls “the current[ly] active process from running for a 
[specified amount of time, i.e.] simulated time.” 
• integratonMethod( ): allows the user of jDisco the choice of eleven built in integration 
methods.  If no name is given in the parenthesis, than the default method, Runge-Kutta, 
(RKE) will be chosen.  Furthermore, if the name of the integration method is not valid, 
than a jDisco exception is thrown, telling the user that they have chosen an invalid 
integration method. 
Variables: 
• dtMin: is “the minimum allowable step size” that the chosen integration method will take.  
The actual step size will always be lower bounded by this number.  It is worthwhile to 
note that this variable is not used by Euler integration method. 
• dtMax: is “the maximum allowable step size” that the chosen integration method will 
take.  The actual step size will always be upper bounded by this number. 
• maxAbsError: which stands for Maximum Absolute Error, is “the upper bound for the 
absolute error,” meaning that if the error reaches this amount the integration step will be 
performed again until it stays inside this upper bound. 
• maxRelError stands for Maximum Relative Error, and it is “the maximum value that 
bounds the calculated error.”  If the integration step performed has a value that is higher 
than this value, than it will be calculated again, until it conforms. 
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7.3.2 Variable class 
The class Variable is the class that holds the “state variables” for the first order differential 
equations.  These state variables will change with each discrete event, and in our model, it is 
each time that the derivatives are calculated.  A variable can have a state or a rate, and are written 
with the dot operator, i.e. x.state, or vy.rate.  The state means the position of the variable in 
respect to x or y, and rate is “the derivative with respect to time” in either x or y direction.  These 
variables are user defined, and the programmer can define the vy.rate to be set equal to a second 
order differential equation.  Than jDisco will compute these equations with the use of one of the 
eleven built in numerical integration methods.  However, we are only concerned with RKE and 
Euler methods in this project and they are defined in the Numerical Method (Section 6).  If the 
user does not define an integration method than the default method is called (see Section 1.3.1). 
In the computer simulation program we create four Variables with the constructor defined in the 
class declared in our code as: 
Variable x, y, vx, vy;  
The first two represent the position, or state, of the observed body, on the xy-plane, and the 
velocity in the x- and y-direction respectfully. 
There are two methods in the Variable class that we are concerned with, which are start( ) and 
stop( ).  They do exactly what they are called, the start and stop the variables from being active.  
Calling the start method after it is already active has no effect, and is simply ignored.  Likewise 
with the stop method, it will only stop the variable if it is currently active. 
7.3.3 Reporter Class 
The Reporter class allows the user to define their own functions that they wish to be carried out 
each time the reporter class runs, which is set by the frequency.  These user defined functions are 
placed in the actions( ) method.  According to jDiscos Java Docs, one can use the Reporter object 
to get information after: “1. At uniformly timed intervals; 2. after each time step; or 3. at event 
times.”  The primary methods we used, besides actions( ), form the Reporter class were 
setFrequency( ), start( ), and stop( ).  The setFrequency( ) method is how often the Reporter 
object runs and if it is set to 0, than it will report after each time step.  The methods of start ( ) 
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and stop( ), behave just like the ones in the Variable class, but now they start and stop the 
Reporter object. 
7.3.4 Graph Class 
In our model we use the Graph class to graph the trajectory, and the velocities in the x- and y-
directions.  The Graph class has many other methods, however we are only concerned with the 
add(Variable, Variable), add(Variable) and the show( ) methods.  The add( ) methods, add and 
connects data points each time the Reporter object reports.  To start the process of creating a 
Graph, one first creates an object of the Graph by giving it a name.  In our case we used graph, 
graph2 and graph3.  Then the dot operator was used on the graph name to call the methods add 
and show. i.e. graph.add(x.state, y.state). 
The add(Variable, Variable) method is the method we use to create the graph of the trajectory of 
the asteroid.  Each time the Reporter object the Variables value for x.state and y.state are added 
to the graph.   The graphs of the velocities in the x- and y-directions are accomplished with the 
add(Variable) method, where the Variable are either x.rate or y.rate.  These, unlike the trajectory 
have to be graphed separately in order to get the graphs that resemble the ones by P.W. Sharps 
report (2001). 
The last method we use from the Graph class is show( ).  We issue this command with a object 
and the dot operator, i.e. graph.show().  The Graph class creates a frame for the graph and than 
shows it within the frame. 
 
Graph 1:  An example of the trajectory of P1 from the data listed in Table 1 in Appendix 2.  This was created using 
the graph1.add(x.state, y.state) method, and was displayed on the screen with the graph. show() method. 
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7.4 Our Model 
This section defines the code in our computer model.  Some of the methods and classes have 
been briefly defined in the jDisco subsection of this chapter.  However, if more clarification is 
needed, it will be provided here.  We start off with defining how we translated the equations 
derived in the Restricted Three Body section to java code.  Then we define the each of the six 
classes in our model.  The first class that will be defined is the class we used solely for running 
our data for our experiment section of the report (see Section 8).  The next 5 classes are a 
package of classes that is the animation of the R3BP.  
7.4.1 Translation of the Restricted Three Body Equations into Java Code 
In order to model the R3BP, we first had to derive the equations that were necessary.  This is 
done in the Three Body Problem (see equations 26a and 26b in Section 5.4).   
These equations are than translated into java code and placed into the derivatives( ) methods of 
both the Experimental and Animation classes of the R3BP.  The process of how this was 
accomplished is as follows: 
First, we need to define the center of mass between the two stationary planets.  We do this by 
setting the sum of the masses equal to the unit value (1), which is G in equations 26a and 26b.  
Thus, we can take the mass of the second object, (mass2), and subtract it from the first (mass1).  
How this looks in our R3BP Experiment and Animation classes is: 
 
Second, we than define the local variables for vx.state and vy.state by the following lines of code: 
 
 
After which e than set a holding variable for the squared value of  y.state: 
 
 
Then for the ease of reading the second order differential equations  we set up the following local 
127    double mass1 = 1 = mass2; 
130    x.rate = vx.state; 
131    y.rate = vy.state; 
134    double ySquare = y.state * y.state; 
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variables, constant1 and constant2: 
 
 
We then simplified the denominators of the differential equations with the following lines of 
code: 
 
 
 
Thus code in lines 137, 141 and 142 is equivalent to 3
2
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denominator of the equations 26a and 26b in Section 5.4. 
We build demoninatorB in much the same way as follows: 
 
 
Thus code in lines 138, 145 and 146is equivalent to 3
2
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denominator in equations 26a and 26b. 
 
Finally we are able to write the second order differential equations in the following manner: 
 
 
 
 
 
Which as one can see matches the following 2 equations derived in section 5.4, where x is 
equivalent to x.state and y is equivalent to y.state?  G is the unit value of 1, as we defined above 
when calculating the center of mass between the two masses. 
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(26a) 
137    double constant1 = (x.state + mass2); 
138    double constant2 = (x.state – mass1); 
141    double denominatorA = constant1 * constant1 + ySquare; 
142    denominatorA = Math.sqrt(denominatorA * denominatorA * denominatorA); 
145    double denominatorB = constant2 * constant2 + ySquare; 
146    denominatorB = Math.sqrt(denominatorB * denominatorB * denominatorB); 
149    vx.rate = x.state + 2 * vy.state – (mass1 * constant1) / demoninatorA –  
   (mass2 * constant2) / denominatorB 
150    vy.rate = y.state – 2 * vx.state – mass1 * y.state / denominatorA –  
  mass2 * y.state / denominatorB 
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(26b) 
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7.4.2 Restricted3BodyExperiment 
This class is the main class for running the experimental data through, as described in the 
Experiment Section (see Section 8).  It has a main class, which has twenty different activate() 
methods, which correspond to the data points in P.W. Sharps report “A collection of restricted 
three-body test problems,”(2001, p. 4).  However, we were unable to run all 20 activate( ) 
methods at once, and thus had to move the comment markers around to select the data points we 
were interested in studying. 
There were two imported classes into this class, and they include the jDisco Library and jDisco 
Process.  They both are necessary classes to import or the simulation program would not run, nor 
graph, or calculate the derivatives using the chosen integration method. 
The class contains one constructor: with the purpose of setting the starting values for the chosen 
integration method.  The reasoning behind using this constructor was so that we could easily 
changing the starting values in order to test our two hypothesis in the Experiment Section, (see 
Experiment, Section 8): 
 
 
 
The values passed to the parameters in this constructor were than set equal to the following 
variables: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to see how long the process took to complete and draw our graphs we created a 
percentNumber which is later used in the program to show the percentage done.   
 
 
101  public Restricted3BodyExperiment( double deltaMin, double deltaMax, 
102   double maxRE, double x0, double yVelocity, double sTime, 
103   double fq, double m2, int pNumb  ) 
81    dtMin = deltaMin; 
82    dtMax = deltaMax; 
83    maxRelError = maxRE; 
84    xStartPositon = x0; 
85    yVelocityStart = yVelocity; 
86    simTime = sTime; 
87    freq = fq; 
88    mass2 = m2; 
89    numberOfPeriod = pNumb; 
percentNumber = (simTime * pNumb) / fq; 
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We are able to calculate the percentage done by creating a creating a method called 
calculatePercentageDone( ), which was called in the actions( ) method in the Reporter object.  
Each time the Reporter is executed, it calls this method, which in turn iterates the counter by one.  
It than calculates the percentage of the simulation time has been completed and prints a message 
out to the user.  We realize that this method adds time to our calculations, however we felt it was 
necessary for two reasons:  First was that some of the calculations we were making took awhile 
to process, and we were worried that the computer we were using ran out of memory and; 
Second, we felt that the user would like an idea on how long it would take to run the program to 
complete their desired test runs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the actions( ) method of the class, we start the variables that were defined in the jDisco section 
(see Section 1.3.2) in lines 164 through 167 of the code.  This is followed by starting the reporter 
object in line 170 of the code.  The last thing that happens in the actions( ) method is to show the 
graphs that were built in the Reporter object. 
The Reporter object (shown below) in this class has the purpose of graphing the trajectory, and 
graphing the velocities of x and y, along with calculating the percentage done: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
221     public void calculatePercentageDone() 
222     { 
223         count++; 
224         int integerPercentNumber = (int) percentNumber; 
225         int showPercentNumber = (int) percentNumber / 100; 
226         percentageDone = (count * 100) / integerPercentNumber; 
227         if (count%showPercentNumber == 0) System.out.println 
228                 ("Percentage Done: "+(percentageDone+1)); 
229     } 
199 new Reporter() 
200 { 
201     public void actions() 
202     { 
203  graph.add(x, y); // graph the trajectory of the asteroid 
204  calculatePercentageDone();// calculate the percentage done 
205  graph2.add(x.rate); // graph the velocity in the x direction 
206  graph3.add(y.rate); // graph the velocity in the y direction 
207  
208     } 
209 }.setFrequency(freq).start(); // Frequency of plotting in the graph. 
210 hold(numberOfPeriod*simTime); // Length of the simulation 
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7.4.3 Restricted3BodyAnimation 
This class from here on out will be referred to the Animation Class, which is main class for the 
package of the R3BP animation.  It is very similar to the Experiment Class that was defined in 
Section 1.4.2.  However, there are some notable differences.   
The first being the method of getInput( )3.  This method uses JOptionPane so that the user can 
input which of the animations (from 1 to 20), they would like to run.  These are the same 
predefined data points that Sharp (2001, p.4) uses.  The JOptionPane runs in a nested while loop 
structure until both boolean variables controlling them are declared as true.  This is accomplished 
by either by first entering a valid input of 1 to 20; or by saying no to the second JOptionPanes’ 
question of running another animation. 
The second major difference is the number of Reporter objects in this class, which is two.  This 
first Reporter calculates the highest x and y, along with the lowest x and y values for the 
Coordinate System.  This Reporter object was included so that the animation scales in size based 
on which animation is being run.  It uses the method calculateLowAndHigh( ) to calculates the 
values in the following manner: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The second Reporter object just calls on the GraphicsClass to animate the asteroid.  The 
GraphicsClass encapsulates further the process in which the animation of the asteroid is handled.  
Encapsulation is the process of hiding the inner workings of some of the methods in other 
objects, and has often been likened to a black box (Oxford University Press, 2004, p362). 
There are other small changes of note in the actions( ) method of the Animation Class.  They 
include a call to reset( ) method, to handle the initial setup of the Variables x, y, vx, and vy before 
                                                      
3
 Since, these two while loops encompass 86 lines of code, it was decided not to show them in the method definition. 
187     public void calculateLowAndHighXY() 
188     { 
189         // Swapper code is used to ensure the limits of x and y.state are found. 
190         if (x.state < xLowest) xLowest = x.state; 
191         if (x.state > xHighest) xHighest = x.state; 
192         if (y.state < yLowest) yLowest = y.state; 
193         if (y.state > yHighest) yHighest = y.state; 
194     } 
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the first Reporter.  This method is called again after the first Reporter, so the Variables can be 
used again from the start in the derivatives( ) method.  This is in order to show the animation of 
the asteroid with the second Reporter.  Another small change is the use of the close( ) method at 
the end of the animation.  This is included, so that program is ready to prepare another animation, 
if the user of the program decides to run more than one. 
The class also calls one constructor in another classes in the package.  Which sets up the graphics 
by creating a GraphicsClass object. 
 
 
Otherwise the only other small change is the inclusion of one more parameter in the 
Restricted3BodyAnimation constructor.  This parameter is vpNumb, which keeps track of the 
number of periods that the user can view the animation.  This was added so that if the user chose 
to, they could increase this number to view how unstable the trajectory becomes if the data 
points are ran for more than two periods. 
7.4.4 AnimatedAsteroid 
AnimatedAsteroid.java class is the class that sets up the asteroid, places it in the coordinate 
system based on passed values for x and y values.  The constructor of the class needs to be called 
with the pixel position.  Thereafter, the class will initializes and animate a moving asteroid.  
There is one constructor in this class, and two methods, place(double x, double y) and a 
paintComponent(Graphics g) method. 
It imports the following classes used for constructing and drawing the asteroid 
and for adding the components to the frame:  
 
13    import java.awt.Color; 
14    import java.awt.Graphics; 
15    import java.awt.Graphics2D; 
16    import java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D; 
17    import javax.swing.JComponent; 
154         AnimationGraphics = new GraphicsClass(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest,  
155         yHighest, x.state, y.state, mass1, mass2); 
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The class also has two private variables: an asteroid which is an object of the class 
Ellipse2D.Double; and asteroidDiameter, which just the diameter of the asteroid, and gives the 
asteroid its size. 
The Constructor AnimatedAsteroid(double x, double y) builds up the asteroid as a circle with a 
center at the given coordinates of (xCenter, yCenter).  The Asteroid is drawn as an Ellipse2D 
object with equal major and minor axis’ (AsteroidDiameter).  
 
Method place(double x, double y) move asteroid to a point with certain coordinates in a xy-plane 
expressed in pixels.   
 
Lastly, the method paintComponent(Graphics g) overrides the paintComponent method in the 
JComponet class which is part of the Javax Swing Library.  It than places places the asteroid into 
the frame, drawing it as a black ellipse.  
 
7.4.5 EarthAndMoon 
As the name suggests, the class EarthAndMoon.java which extends JComponent, handles the 
45    Public void paintComponent(Graphics g) 
46    { 
47        Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D) g; 
48       g2.setColor(Color.BLACK); 
49        g2.fill(asteroid); 
50    } 
27    Public AnimatedAsteroid(double x, double y) 
28   { 
29         double xCenter = x - (asteroidDiameter/2); 
30         double yCenter = y - (asteroidDiameter/2); 
31  asteroid = new Ellipse2D.Double(xCenter, yCenter, asteroidDiameter,  
32    asteroidDiameter); 
33   } 
36    Public void place(double x, double y) 
37    { 
38        double xCenter = x – (asteroidDiameter/2); 
39        double yCenter = y – (asteroidDiameter/2); 
40       asteroid.setFrame(xCenter, yCenter, asteroidDiameter, asteroidDiameter); 
41        repaint( ); 
42    } 
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initialization and updating of the stationary two stationary planets in the R3BP.  The constructor 
was described in the Restricted3BodyAnimation class (see Section 1.4.3) allows us to 
interchange the planets, i.e. the Earth and the Moon, or the Sun and Jupiter.  Thus, one is able to 
animate by using values for the Sun and Jupiter (see Table 1, Appendix 2, points 16 through 20).  
If the choice of animation is the Sun and Jupiter, than the blue planet is the Sun, while the light 
gray one is Jupiter.   
Given that we are setting the sum of m1 and m2 equal to the unit value of 1, we are able to place 
the Earth and the Moon on our Coordinate system.  These variables of m1 and m2 represent the 
masses of the Moon and the Earth respectfully, and the sum of m1 and m2 is their center of mass. 
Some important variables in the class that should be defined are the objects 
CallingCoodinateSystem, moon and earth.  CallingCoordinateSystem is an object of 
CoordinateSystem, and is used in the EarthAndMoon constructor, and the placePlanet( ) method.  
While the moon and earth objects are Ellipse2D.Double objects, which we use to draw the 
circles that represent the stationary planets that are drawn on the x-axis. 
The class contains one constructor by the name of EarthAndMoon.   
 
This constructor has three parameters that are passed to it.  The first one is an object of the 
CoordinateSystem.java, and the next two are the masses of the Moon and Earth respectively.  
The CoordinateSystem aCoordinateSystem object tells the EarthAndMoon which coordinate 
system to use from the components in the GraphicsClass.java.  It does this, because the 
coordinates in EarthAndMoon are in pixel coordinates, not the CoordinateSystem which is used 
in mathematics that is created in CoordinateSystem. 
The commands in the constructor than calls the methods of createMoon(m1) and 
createEarth(m2 ), where createMoon(double) is described below.  These two method calls pass 
the masses of the Earth and Moon to the methods as parameters, these masses represent their 
position on the x-coordinate axis. 
48     public EarthAndMoon(CoordinateSystem aCoordinateSystem, double m1, double m2) 
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The method createMoon(double m1)4, (located on the next page) sets up the values so that the 
Moon can be drawn with the on the animation frame.  It has one double value passed to it, which 
is the position from of the moon.  We are able to set the position of the Moon and the Earth.  It 
also sets the radius in pixels, which was chosen so that it is smaller than the Earths radius.  This 
radius is than used to calculate the diameter of the Moon.  Next, we create the ellipse object for 
the moon.  The reader should note that the x- and y-location are set at point x = 0 and y = 0, 
which are in pixel coordinates.  Finally we call the method placePlanet(moon, moonLoc, 
moonRadius) which will be described next. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The main purpose of the placePlanet(Ellipse2D.Double planet, double xLocation, double radius) 
method is to call the component GraphicsClass.java where we define the x- and y-position on the 
coordinate system.  We do this so that they can be drawn in the correct location on the x-axis, i.e. 
in the center of the frame.  In order to do this we call the CoordinateSystem methods of 
calculateXPostion(double loc) and calculateYPosition(0).  The reason the y value is zero, is that 
both planets lay on the x-axis, because of the rotating systems of coordinates, we used to define 
the differential equations for the model. 
We need these values, so that we can set the frame around the ellipse, i.e. our planet, using the 
passed parameters of xLoc, yLoc, planetDiameter, and planetDiameter.  The last line in this 
method uses setFrame(double x, double y, double d, double d) method, where xLoc and yLoc 
sets the upper left corner of the ellipse, and the planetDiameter defines the major and minor axis 
of the ellipse. 
                                                      
4
 Since the method createEarth( ) is practically the same as the one for the moon, we decided to omit it. 
public void createMoon(double m1) 
 60     { 
 61         moonLoc = m1;       // The moons location along the x-axis. 
 62         moonRadius = 10; 
 63          
 64         double moonDiameter = 2 * moonRadius; 
 65          
 66         moon = new Ellipse2D.Double(0, 0, moonDiameter, moonDiameter); 
 67         placePlanet(moon, moonLoc, moonRadius); 
 68     } 
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The next method is an update( ) method (see Appendix 1, EarthAndMoon.java lines 96 through 
100).  Its main purpose is to update the location of the earth and moon on the the object 
CallingCoordinateSystem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The last method of the class is paintComponent(Graphics g), which overrides the 
paintComponent in the Java Library.  It sets the color of the planets and fills the ellipse with the 
specified color before they are drawn on the Frame. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
87     private void placePlanet(Ellipse2D.Double planet, double xLocation, double radius) 
88    { 
89        // This places the earth at (m2, 0) in the coordinate system. 
90        double xLoc = CallingCoordinateSystem.calculateXPosition(xLocation) - radius; 
91        double yLoc = CallingCoordinateSystem.calculateYPosition(0) - radius; 
92 
93        double planetDiameter = 2 * radius; 
94 
95         /* Set.Frame sets the location of the upper left corner of a  
96          * bounded ellipse */ 
97         planet.setFrame(xLoc, yLoc, planetDiameter, planetDiameter); 
98     } 
102     public void update() 
103     { 
104         placePlanet(earth, earthLoc, earthRadius); 
105         placePlanet(moon, moonLoc, moonRadius); 
106     } 
110     public void paintComponent(Graphics g) 
111     { 
112         Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D) g; 
113          
114         // Setting up the Earth 
115         g2.setColor(Color.BLUE); 
116         g2.fill(earth); 
117         g2.draw(earth); 
118          
119         // Setting up the Moon 
120         g2.setColor(Color.LIGHT_GRAY); 
121         g2.fill(moon); 
122         g2.draw(moon); 
123     } 
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7.4.6 CoordinateSystem 
The CoordinateSystem class describes the coordinate system, holding all calculations needed 
for translating pixels in the frame to a coordinate system that we are familiar with in mathematics.  
The class can handle all the calculations based on coordinates of objects called, and translating 
them into positions that can be drawn in a JFrame.  The JFrame adds the CoordinateSystem, and 
will draw the x- and y-axis, and update the text of the origin if the the user uses the zoom 
functions from the GraphicsClass.   
 
The following imports the following classes. Used for drawing axis and origin: 
 
Used to add components to the jFrame: 
 
The class uses private variables xRightMost, xLeftMost, yTop, and yBottom are objects of 
Point2D.Double, and they describe the right, left, highest and lowest points of the coordinate 
system respectively.  The variables xLine and yLine are objects of Line2D are used to describe 
and draw the axis in the xy-plane.  While height and width contain the size of the JFrame 
expressed  in pixels. 
Two double variables xDiff and yDiff are used to hold the difference between minimum and 
maximum in x and y direction respectively.  The pixel position of the origin of the coordinate 
system is kept in originX and originY.  
The main Constructor  of CoordinateSystem is:  
 
 
 
 
These parameters help build up the frame fit to the minimum and maximum points of the graph 
to be displayed, along with the pixel width and height of the frame. 
13    import java.awt.Graphics; 
14    import java.awt.Graphics2D; 
15    import java.awt.geom.*;  
16    import java.awt.geom.Line2D; 
 
17    import javax.swing.JComponent; 
30    CoordinateSystem(double xLow, double xHigh, double yLow, double yHigh,  
31   int getWidth, int getHeight) 
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The outermost points are defined by following calculations : 
These points are used to draw the x and y axis lines: 
 
The Constructor also calls the method update(double xLow, double xHigh, double yLow, double 
yHigh, int width, int height).  Which updates the values of the upper and lower most points, 
along with the highest and lowest values of x so that it can be redrawn in the frame. 
 
The following calculations (lines 70 through 75) actually sets the values of the left and right most 
points of x and then connects a line between them in line 73.  It also sets the top and bottom 
values for y and than connects these two points with a line (line 75 in the code).  
 
Method calculateDifference(double low, double high) calculates and returns the difference 
between the highest and lowest point in along either x or y axis.  The returned value belongs is of 
variable type double. 
38      xLeftMost = new Point2D.Double(); 
39      xRightMost = new Point2D.Double(); 
40 
41 
42       yBottom = new Point2D.Double(); 
43        yTop = new Point2D.Double(); 
46     xLine = new Line2D.Double(); 
47     yLine = new Line2D.Double(); 
51    update(xLow, xHigh, yLow, yHigh, width, height); 
70      xLeftMost.setLocation(0, originY); 
71      xRightMost.setLocation(width, originY); 
72      yBottom.setLocation(originX, height); 
73      yTop.setLocation(originX, 0); 
74      xLine.setLine(xLeftMost, xRightMost); 
75      yLine.setLine(yBottom, yTop); 
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Method calculateOrigin(double low, double high, int length) calculates and returns the where the 
origin is placed along the axis based on low and high x and length.  
 
This method calculates the x-axis pixel position of an object with a given xCoordinate. 
The method used to calculate the x –axis pixel position of an object with a given xCoordinate is: 
calculateXPosition(double xCoordinate).  This method translates the x-coordinate from one 
expressed in pixels into the one used in a normal coordinate system. 
The method to calculateYPosition(double yCoordinate) is very similar to the one that calculates 
the x positon.  However it uses the negative value for y, and height instead of width, and adds 
originY. 
The last method of note in the CoordinateClass is the paintComponent(Graphics g) method.  This 
method paints the axis lines onto the frame, along with the text  (0,0) at the origin of our 
Coordinate System.  This paintComponent overrides the Java Swing JComponent 
paintComponent method, like all the other paintComponent( ) methods we define in our package. 
 
 
 
87     public double calculateOrigin(double low, double high, int length) 
88     { 
89         // Assertion low is 0 or less, and high is 0 or more. 
90         double diff = calculateDifference(low, high); 
91         double lowPositive = Math.sqrt(low * low); 
92         double origin = lowPositive / diff * length; 
93         return origin; 
94     } 
102        double xCoord = xCoordinate * width / xDiff  + originX; 
103        return xCoord; 
118     public void paintComponent(Graphics g) 
119     { 
120         Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D) g; 
121         g2.draw(xLine); 
122         g2.draw(yLine); 
123         g2.drawString("0,0", (float)originX, (float)originY); 
124     } 
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7.4.7 GraphicsClass 
The class GraphicsClass is used to initialize the JFrame, where the animation takes place, and 
keep it updated, this includes the panels, along with the buttons with their actionListeners.  
Objects created in the classes AnimatedAsteroid, EarthAndMoon, CoordinateSystem all use this 
class, it is the main class for actually displaying the animated asteroid on a coordinate system 
that was constructed in other classes.  
This Class several unique classes in which it imports.  These include the actionListeners and 
ActionEvent from the AWT Library in Java for the buttons.  These two classes, make it possible 
for the buttons to perform their functions when they are clicked to either zoom in or zoom out. 
 
Then there are several import classes that gives our JFrame in theGraphicsClass its look and feel.  
This includes a border layout to put the buttons in the southern pane of the frame, along with the 
types of borders they should have.  The import.javax.swing.JButton, allows us to place two 
buttons on our frame. : 
 
The class uses private variables of type integer for INITIAL_HEIGHT and INITIAL_WIDTH, 
which, keep the initial size of the frame.  The variable frame and panel are both from the Java 
Swing component library, JFrame and JPanel respectfully.  These two components are used to 
build the viewing place for the animation and components of the interface, i.e. the zoom buttons.  
Furthermore the following three objects are created and added to the JFrame:  
11    import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 
12    import java.awt.event.ActionListener; 
9      import java.awt.BorderLayout; 
10    import java.awt.FlowLayout; 
… 
13    import javax.swing.JButton; 
14    import javax.swing.JFrame; 
15    import javax.swing.JPanel; 
16    import javax.swing.border.EtchedBorder; 
17    import javax.swing.border.TitledBorder; 
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myCoordinateSystem of the CoordinateSystem class; the object asteroid of the 
AnimatedAsteroid class; and theEarthAndTheMoon object of the EarthAndMoon class.  The 
variables xWest, xEast, ySouth, and yNorth are of type double and they keep track of their 
current corresponding points.  While finally the variables for zoomOutFactor and zoomInFactor, 
store the factors in which we can zoom in or out respectfully. 
The Constructor GraphicsClass(double xLowest, double xHighest, double yLowest, double 
yHighest, double xstate, double ystate, double m1, double m2) places all graphics into the frame 
that we are creating in this class.  It calls the method that creates this in a JFrame along with a 
JPanel with initial height and width as parameters: 
 
The constructor class goes on to define the buttons and other components of the JFrame 
 
In order to keep frame look valid and not allow components to disappear, the 
initiateZoom(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest, yHighest) method is used (line 64 in 
GraphicsClass.java).  
 
The method createJFrameAndJPanel(int INITIAL_WIDTH, int INITIAL_HEIGHT) is used to 
create the JFrame in which the animation will take update, as well as a panel in which to display 
the zoom in and out buttons. The frame with be first set to the initial width and height.  
Furthermore, the title will be set in line 75.  The next two lines in the method tell the JFrame 
what to do if someone hits the close button on the window that JFrame creates, along with 
defining the layout flow of the frame.  Lastly, it makes the frame visible to the user. 
 
53    createJFrameAndJPanel(INITIAL_WIDTH, INITIAL_HEIGHT); 
56        createButtons(); 
… 
59        createComponents(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest, yHighest, INITIAL_WIDTH,  
    INITIAL_HEIGHT, xstate, ystate, m1, m2); 
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The JPanel is created with the following commands. First it creates a white background for the 
button panel; then it sets a title for the etched border; and lastly adds the panel to the southern 
panel in the JFrame. 
 
While the createButtons() method does just as its name implies; it is used to place zoom in and 
out buttons onto panel along with their respective ActionListeners. 
 
The method createComponents(double xLowest, double xHighest, double yLowest, double  
yHighest, int INITIAL_WIDTH, int INITIAL_HEIGHT, double xstate, double ystate, double m1, 
double m2) is used to setup the components in the JFrame.  Line 116 adds the CoordinateSystem 
to the frame, once the coordinate system is added we can begin placing the stationary planets and 
the animated asteroid to our frame. 
72       frame = new JFrame(); 
73       frame.setSize(INITIAL_WIDTH, INITIAL_HEIGHT); 
74       frame.setResizable(false); 
75       frame.setTitle("Asteroid Animation in Simulation Time"); 
76       frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); 
77       frame.setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
78       frame.setVisible(true); 
81        panel = new JPanel(); 
82        panel.setLayout(new FlowLayout()); 
83        panel.setBackground(new Color(255, 255, 255)); 
84        panel.setBorder(new TitledBorder(new EtchedBorder(), "Animated Asteroid")); 
85        frame.add(panel, BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
93        JButton button_zoomout = new JButton("Zoom Out"); 
94        panel.add(button_zoomout, FlowLayout.LEFT); 
95        ActionListener zoomoutListener = new ZoomOutListener(); 
96        button_zoomout.addActionListener(zoomoutListener); 
97        frame.setVisible(true); 
… 
100        JButton button_zoomin = new JButton("Zoom In"); 
101        panel.add(button_zoomin, FlowLayout.LEFT); 
102        ActionListener zoominListener = new ZoomInListener(); 
103       button_zoomin.addActionListener(zoominListener); 
104       frame.setVisible(true); 
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However, before we place the asteroid we must perform the following calculations in lines 121 
and 122 first.  These are the initial pixel-position of the asteroid based on x.state and y.state 
 
Then we are able to create the asteroid itself and add it to the frame: 
 
Another piece that we can add to the frame are the static objects (e.g. Moon and the Earth): 
 
We use the update(double xstate, double ystate) method to keep the coordinate system in the 
frame updated according to the new x.state and y.state. Also, it updates the coordinate system in 
the frame if zoom factors are changed.  It gets the current width and height of the frame.   
 
This method also updates the coordinate system in the frame and calls an update method so that 
EarthAndTheMoon are also updated.   
114        myCoordinateSystem = new CoordinateSystem(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest,  
115   yHighest, INITIAL_WIDTH, INITIAL_HEIGHT); 
116        frame.add(myCoordinateSystem); 
117        frame.setVisible(true); 
121        double xCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateXPosition(xstate); 
122        double yCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateYPosition(ystate); 
125       asteroid = new AnimatedAsteroid(xCoordinate, yCoordinate); 
126        frame.add(asteroid); 
127        frame.setVisible(true); 
130      theEarthAndTheMoon = new EarthAndMoon(myCoordinateSystem, m1, m2); 
131      frame.add(theEarthAndTheMoon); 
132      frame.setVisible(true); 
141        int currentWidth = frame.getWidth(); 
142        int currentHeight = frame.getHeight(); 
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The variables for  xCoordinate and yCoordinate  relates to the x and y position, in pixels, for the 
asteroid.  These values based on xstate and ystate and are than translated to with the two method 
calls on the object myCoordinateSystem.  The last step in the update method places the asteroid 
in the frame according to the x and y coordinates passed to the method. 
 
The classes ZoomOutListener and ZoomInListener are used to control the usage of the zoom-in 
and the zoom-out buttons, these classes use a method called actionPerformed(ActionEvent event).  
Both of these classes also implement ActionListener.  Without ActionListener implemented than 
nothing would happen if the user clicked on the buttons. 
 
The method zoom(double zoomFactor) is called by the zoom-buttons to modify the zoom factor 
of the simulation. The outermost points are updated when the button is pressed, as defined in 
code lines of 181 through 185. 
 
 
150       myCoordinateSystem.update(xWest, xEast, ySouth, yNorth, currentWidth, 
151      currentHeight); 
152        theEarthAndTheMoon.update(); 
150        double xCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateXPosition(xstate); 
151        double yCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateYPosition(ystate); 
… 
154        asteroid.place(xCoordinate, yCoordinate); 
163           zoom(zoomOutFactor); 
… 
173           zoom(zoomInFactor); 
 
181    xWest = xWest * zoomFactor; 
… 
183    xEast = xEast * zoomFactor;  
… 
184    yNorth = yNorth * zoomFactor; 
 
185    ySouth = ySouth * zoomFactor; 
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The method initiateZoom(double xLowest, double xHighest, double yLowest, double yHighest) 
prepares the zoom of the frame to give a nice initial view of  the frame, setting following 
variables to the values of minimum and maximum points of the graph in x and y direction. 
 
This zoom factor keeps the asteroid from being obscured by the button panel, if the trajectory of 
the animation begins to leave the viewing frame, from the result of trying too simulate too many 
periods of trajectory (discussed in the Validity of Results, Section 9).  This factor is set once the 
button is pressed. 
 
The last method of the class is the frame.dispose() method which disposes of the  
Restricted3BodyAnimation, when the simulation is complete. 
 
8. Experiment 
 
This section covers the computer experimentation that is done with the model we have coded in 
the Java programming language so that we may use jDisco.  Our model is tested against the 
report, “A collection of restricted three-body test problems,” by P.W. Sharp, (2001), where the 
author tested 20 initial conditions, based on the five known Lagrangian points.  The results of 
Sharps report were shown in tables and graphical models, which will be shown from this reports 
model as well.  Then the code is run to prove or argue the hypothesis to provide field for analysis 
presented in the next section. 
207        zoom(1.4); 
196       xWest = xLowest; 
… 
198       xEast = xHighest; 
… 
200       yNorth = yHighest; 
… 
202       ySouth = yLowest; 
214        frame.dispose(); 
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8.1 Hypothesis 
We are studying two hypotheses in our experiment as follows: 
1. It is expected that changing the initial parameters in the R3BP model will lead to a 
decided difference in the third body’s trajectory. 
2. The choice of integration method is not expected to influence the resulting trajectory of 
the observed body. 
8.2 Scheme of the experiment 
The simulation code is building up a graph according to 
the data input: initial coordinates, velocity and planet 
masses. The result looks as shown on Figure 6: x and y 
axis used to show the trajectory of the observed body in 
the plane of the system. 
 
As it comes clear from the code description and the 
whole simulation section, the program uses integration 
methods to build up the trajectory. Therefore, the 
experiment might be divided into several phases, which 
illustrate and provide results for the different statements 
of the hypothesis.  
 
8.3 Phase One 
This phase is aimed to show the correctness and accuracy of the experiment results provided by 
running code. Following data (see table in Appendix II) we ran it through 20 tests, getting 20 
trajectories as a graph y(x). All graphs can be seen in Appendixes III (trajectories) and VI 
(velocities) while their description (initial values used) can be found in the Table 1 in Appendix 
III. If compared respectively to the results from Sharp, (2001) it is seen that the simulation 
program gives trustful, accurate results and therefore will be used for further observation of the 
system. 
 
Figure 6: The trajectory for 
asteroid with set of initial values 
for point 11 (see Appendix 3). 
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8.4 Phase Two 
In this phase of the experiment gives an answer to the first statement of the hypothesis: whether 
the system is sensible to initial values or not.  
 
Picking up one set of values for each of Lagrangian points for the Sun and Jupiter and for the 
Earth and the Moon, we run code, changing the x-coordinated x0 by a small value according to 
the algorithm:  
1. x0 - 0.1% x0 
2. x0 - 0.01% x0 
3. x0 - 0.001% x0 
4. x0 
5. x0 + 0.1% x0 
6. x0 + 0.01% x0 
7. x0 + 0.001% x0 
Thus we get 10 series of 7 graphs each.  Each series contains the trajectory for some calculated 
initial value and trajectories for 6 points, very close to it (0.001÷0. 1% difference).  
 
The way experiment is held is shown on the flowchart 1. 
 
 
8.5 Phase Three 
The last phase we will experiment with is the integration methods.  The “Numerical integration” 
Section provides an introduction into the subject and mentions the methods we are using in the 
simulation program.   
Simulated 
model 
Choosing 
one of the  
Lagrange 
points as a 
starting 
position 
Result as a 
graph 
Changing the 
initial values 
(x-coordinate) 
Analysis and 
conclusion 
Flowchart 1:  Describes the step by step process of Phase 1 of the Experiment 
(Created by E. Avdeeva, May, 2007).. 
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While all steps above were provided with the use of the Runge-Kutta method, this part of the 
experiment is aimed on comparing different method results.  Runge-Kutta method 
implementation in jDisco contains also step controller that regulates the step size in the given 
borders.  Running the Runge-Kutta method for different upper and lower limits for the error gave 
no noticeable results unless the upper limit is very high so we focused on testing the Euler 
method.  The code is run several times with different step-size providing set of graphs for each 
initial parameter.  
 
9. Analysis of the results 
 
9.1 Phase Two 
Full results are shown in Appendix III grouped in series of 6 graphs with changed values, while 
the original graph can be seen in Appendix II according to the Table 1.   
The results provide a certain proof of the hypothesis: even small changes affect the trajectory of 
the asteroid greatly.  Figure 6 gives a good example of the chaotic behavior: just a small change 
of the initial parameters (0.001% in one case and 0.1% in another) let the asteroid escape the 
system, while the original coordinates make it follow the periodic stable trajectory.  All three 
graphs show the movement during the double period to show that the difference may not be 
noticeable on the first “round” as it happens with the 0.001% change (middle graph on the Figure 
7).  
  
Figure 7: shows the periodic trajectory with asteroid placed in the libration point (left) 
and two graphs with x-coordinate changed by 0.001% (middle) and by 0.1% (right). 
Shown trajectories are provided for Graph in Appendix 3.  
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Other sets of graphs available in Appendix III provide the same kind of illustration: an asteroid 
moved away from the original starting point, deviates from the periodic trajectory.  Even if two 
graphs with changed initial coordinate are compared (e.g. Figure 7, middle and right graphs) 
with the small difference, it can be seen that they bear off in different ways.  This means that 
chaotic behavior is not connected to the Lagrangian point, and not only appears around stable 
orbits.  
So the results give us an opportunity to conclude something about chaotic behavior of the planets 
motion: the lightest change in the initial value provides a different trajectory of the observed 
body in the context of restricted three body problem. 
 
9.2 Phase Three 
First two methods were tested: the Runge-Kutta and the Euler method.  The first contains the 
automatic step control, which makes our results accurate with any changed step size (maximum 
error allowed). The Euler method, however, provides us with different results which are 
available in Appendix V.  The smaller steps have a smaller error and therefore a smoother and 
more satisfactory result is obtained. Conversely, large steps give inaccurate results and graphs 
which differ from those we assumed to be accurate: sharp graphs and our Runge-Kutta Graphs. 
This contradicts the first part of our hypothesis: we assumed method not to affect the result. 
Therefore our hypothesis should be reformulated with certain limitations: our choice of method 
should not affect the resulting trajectory when this method is limited to take small steps.  So if all 
the limitations are taken in consideration, both methods (Euler and Runge-Kutta) should provide 
similar results that should prove our hypothesis correct 
 
 
9.3    Discussion 
The results of Phase Two of the experiment raises a number of questions; one of which concerns 
the accuracy of the results obtained.  One should remember that there are round-off errors that 
unavoidably occur when working with numbers.  The more steps taken by the chosen algorithm, 
the more iterations are made.  This makes the computational error larger, and for precise 
calculations, this type of error can be detrimental to the results.   
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This round-off error appear both while using Euler and Runge-Kutta method, though the latter 
one handle it better. Euler method brings its own error so it is hard to devide types of 
inaccuracies. Running our test runs for several periods on some of the Lagrangian points is 
supposed to give us a smooth periodic trajectory that did not differ from the run with just one 
period.  However, the real result shows an unexpected divergence that can only be explained by 
rounding-off errors.  See figure 8 for an example showing the round-off error causing changing 
of the trajectory on the 8th period. This phenomenon should make the code-user trust the result 
carefully, rely on short periods’ results more than on long-time trajectories.  Another conclusion 
is that trajectories should be analyzed and observed as a qualitative item, not quantitative.  This 
refers also to the first phase results.  
 
The other problem in which there are concerns, are to the justifiability and possibility of 
comparing Euler and Runge-Kutta methods.  The latter one includes the automatic step-control 
in contrast to the second method which is missing it.  Therefore Euler method may not be valid 
because it doesn’t match the problem: step-size can be too large for the certain set of parameters. 
Also the smaller it is the longer working time and computer power program requires, so when 
running code, a compromise between time and power needed and accuracy should be made.  On 
the other hand, experiment cannot deal with compromises and therefore instead of comparing 
two methods we switch to obtaining how does changing of the step-size (and therefore the error 
Figure 8 shows the trajectory for the asteroid placed in the 2nd Lagrangian point (see graph 4 
in the Table 1 and Appendix III). The round-off error led to the divergence from the expected 
trajectory on the 8th period.  
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tolerance) influence accuracy of the results.  Hereby the natural limitations (lack of power) led to 
reformulating the task.  The results of this experiment are already analyzed above. 
 
10. Conclusion 
10.1 Project summary 
The project is a combination of the computer simulation and physical and mathematical 
background that is to create a model which can represent the physical object.  In order to get the 
proper background for the computer simulation we derived equations for the three body problem 
from basic Newton laws.  This equations solved numerically by means of integration methods 
describe the motion of the observed massless body in the restricted three body problem. 
 
10.2 Experiment 
On the base of the three-stepped experiment we are able to conclude that a code writtenworks 
properly and gives accurate results as the applicable method is chosen.  The hypothesis is proved 
by the experiment and illustrated by the graphs available in Appendixes II-IV: the small change 
in initial conditions lead to a different trajectory (for example, escape from the periodic orbit 
with only a 0.001% change of the coordinate), which suits the definition of the chaos as an initial 
condition sensible system.  
The second hypothesis statement, though, can’t be proved with all the evidence according to the 
problem that comes along.  The Euler and the Runge-Kutta methods are different in the point of 
step-control and therefore can’t be compared without limitations. The step size while using the 
Euler method should be controlled manually and taken small enough in order to get accurate 
results matching other methods’.  Every case requires its own limitation of the step size and there 
is no common rule.  Also, computer power provides additional limitations for the number of 
steps. However, run with a small step-size, Euler method provides results similar to those got 
with the Runge-Kutta methods. This proves the hypothesis statement. 
 
10.3 Further development 
While simulating the three body problem, some difficulties appear. For example, errors brought 
by computer calculations might have intervened with mathematically-founded changes in 
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behaviour. Separating one from another becomes a hardly solvable problem. But certain 
experiment might be held on the base of error-research.  
Further steps to develop the program and the project in whole can be done in several ways. 
Firstly, code can be done more user-friendly (and this is to be done for the final report) with 
addition of the three body problem animation. It is also possible to derive N-body problem from 
the basics provided in the report, simulate it and animate. The written code for the three body 
problem provided in this report and possible simulation of the N-body problem may be used for 
explanation and demonstration of the subject.  
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List of figures, tables and graphs 
Figure 1: A diagram that shows the meaning of variables introduced (Courtesy of E.Avdeeva, 
May 2007) 
 
Figure 2: Describes the disposition of planets for the three body problem: the Sun, the Earth and 
Jupiter (Giordano, p.99). 
 
Figure 3: Shows the disposition of bodies in the R3BP and their parameters. (Courtesy of 
E.Avdeeva, May 2007) 
 
Figure 4: Depicts the angle between two system of coordinates: v(u) – bold lines and y(x) – 
dashed lines.  
(Courtesy of E.Avdeeva, May 2007) 
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Figure 5: Shows the disposition of Lagrangian points L1-L5 in respect to two heavy bodies m1 
and m2. (Barrow-Green, p.17) 
 
 
Figure 6: The trajectory for asteroid with set of initial values for point 11 (see Appendix 3). 
 
Figure 7: Shows the periodic trajectory with asteroid placed in the libration point (left) and two 
graphs with x-coordinate changed by 0.001% (middle) and by 0.1% (right). Shown 
trajectories are provided for Graph in Appendix 3.  
 
Figure 8:  Shows the trajectory for the asteroid placed in the 2nd Lagrangian point (see graph 4 in 
the Table 1 and Appendix III). The round-off error led to the divergence from the 
expected trajectory on the 8th period.  
 
Graph 2:  An example of the trajectory of P1. (Table 1 in Appendix 2).  This was created using 
the graph1.add(x.state, y.state) method, and was displayed on the screen with the graph. 
show() method. 
 
Flowchart 1:  Describes the step by step process of Phase 1 of the Experiment (Created by E. 
Avdeeva, May, 2007). 
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12. Glossary of Terms 
 
actions( ): It is how long the process lasts or the “life cycle.” (Helsgaun, 2001) 
activate( ): It starts the process on the passed parameter.  It runs in “simulation 
time,” but only after processes listed before it have been activated.  The 
process needs to be in active mode, i.e. “not passive,” in order to run. 
(Helsgaun, 2001) 
Class “A facility introduced in the programming language, it provides aform 
of abstract data type”. (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.83) 
Computer 
simulation 
“Computer simulations, like laboratory experiment, are not substitutes 
for thinking, but are tools that we can use to understand natural 
phenomena”. (Gould, p.4) 
Chaos “The phenomena of apparently random behavior generated by simple 
deterministic systems”. (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.77) 
Chaotic “It is a state of chaos, completely disorganized”.(Oxford University 
Press, 1997, p.225) 
Computational 
physics 
It is the use of computers to solve physics problems or to simulate 
nature phenomena in physics. (Gould, Tobochnik and Christian, pp.1-4)  
Continuous 
processes 
It is a process of something that happens continuously while a computer 
simulation running. (Helsgaun, 2007) 
Coordinate “Either two numbers or letters used to fix the position of a point on a 
graph or a map”. (Oxford University Press, 1997, p.312) 
Constructor “Constructors contain instructions to initialize objects; the constructor 
name is always the same as the class name. Constructors have no return 
type. ”(Horstmann, 2005, p.71 ) 
derivatives( ): Which overrides the derivatives ( ) method in jDisco.  This is where the 
derivatives of the simulation are placed and processed.  This method 
needs to be listed in order to not have an error message, when a 
continuous process is begun. (Helsgaun, 2001) 
dtMin: It is “the minimum allowable step size” that the chosen integration 
method will take.  The actual step size will always be lower bounded by 
this number.  It is worthwhile to note that this variable is not used by 
Euler integration method. (Helsgaun, 2001) 
dtMax: It is “the maximum allowable step size” that the chosen integration 
method will take.  The actual step size will always be upper bounded by 
this number. (Helsgaun, 2001) 
Discrete-events A discrete-event is an event that happens at a specific time in a 
computer simulation.(Helsgaun, 2007) 
Discrete-Continuous A computer simulation package for discrete-events and continuous 
subsystem written for Java. (Helsgaun, 2007) 
Double precision “The use of double the usual number of bits to represent a number” 
(Oxford University Press, 2004, p.164) 
Error “An incorrect step, process, or data definition in for example a 
program”. (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.185) 
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Extension It means that the class builds on the class that it extends, using some of 
the methods defined in the class, i.e. “forming new constructs”, and/or 
overriding others (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.194).   
Encapsulation  “When the interior structure of the object is entirely hidden from any 
other object in the program.” (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.362) 
Float  “A operator or function that converts a number in fixed-point notation 
into an equivalent floating-point form” (Oxford University Press, 2004, 
p.209) 
Gravitational 
Constant (G) 
It is a constant defined through Newton’s law of gravitation, and is 
equal to  
 G = 6.67 x 10-11 N m2/kg2 
      = 6.67 x 10-11 m3/kgs2  (Halliday, Resnick & Walker, 
pp.331-332) 
hold( ): It does simply as it says, it stalls “the current[ly] active process from 
running for a [specified amount of time, i.e.] simulated time.” 
(Helsgaun, 2001) 
integratonMethod( ): It allows the user of jDisco the choice of eleven built in integration 
methods.  If no name is given in the parenthesis, than the default 
method, Runge-Kutta, (RKE) will be chosen.  Furthermore, if the name 
of the integration method is not valid, than a jDisco exception is thrown, 
telling the user that they have chosen an invalid integration method. 
(Helsgaun, 2001) 
Integer  “A whole number, as opposed to a rational or real number” (Oxford 
University Press, 2004, p.264) 
Instance  “The creation of a particular instance of an object class, generic unit, or 
template” (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.263) 
Inheritance  “In a hierarchy of objects an object generally has a parent object 
(superclass) at the next higher leveling the hierarchy and one or more 
child objects (superclass) at the next lower level. ” (Oxford University 
Press, 2004, p.261) 
jDisco jDisco, which stands for Java Discrete-Continuous, is a computer 
simulation package for discrete-events and continuous subsystem 
written for Java, also known as discrete-continuous simulation. 
(Helsgaun, 2007) 
Lagrangian Librations points, points where the forces acting on the third body are 
balanced, producing stable system. (Barrow-Green, p.16) 
Methods “In object-oriented programming, the procedures of an object”. (Oxford 
University Press, 2004, p.327) 
maxAbsError: which stands for Maximum Absolute Error, is “the upper bound for the 
absolute error,” meaning that if the error reaches this amount the 
integration step will be performed again until it stays inside this upper 
bound. (Helsgaun, 2001) 
maxRelError It stands for Maximum Relative Error, and it is “the maximum value 
that bounds the calculated error.”  If the integration step performed has a 
value that is higher than this value, than it will be calculated again, until 
it conforms. (Helsgaun, 2001) 
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Numerical 
integration 
Numerical integration helps to solve mathematical problems to produce 
numerical solutions, making it possible to formulate the problem using 
differential equations. (Gould, p.1) 
Newton’s Law of 
Gravitation 
Any two objects exert a gravitational force of attraction on each other. 
2
21
r
mmGF =  
(Halliday, Resnick & Walker, p.331) 
Newton’s law of 
motion (here: 
Newton’s Second 
Law) 
“The net force on a body is equal to the product of the body’s mass and 
its acceleration.” (Halliday, Resnick & Walker, p.91) 
OOP Stands for object orientated program or programming, “it is a method of 
programming technique that combines data abstraction, inheritance, and 
dynamic type binding”. (Oxford University Press, 2004, p.363) 
Overriding It is just the act of creating a method of the same name in the class that 
is being extended by the other class (Horstmann, p. 919). 
Object “It is an instance of a component comprising data structures and 
procedures for manipulating the structures”.(Oxford University Press, 
2004, p.362) 
Parameter “The actual recorded measurements involved in the function of model” 
(Oxford University Press, 2004, p.382) 
Restricted Three 
Body Problem 
Given the system of two heavy bodies describe the motion of the third 
observed body given its initial velocity and coordinate. Problem is 
solved in a rotating system of coordinates with heavy bodies static and 
origin in their common center of mass.(Sharp, p.1) 
Solar system Refers to what is common knowledge about our solar system, of the Sun 
and the planets that orbit it, i.e. Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, etc, and their 
satellites.  
Three Body Problem 
 
The three-body problem describes the motion of three bodies interacting 
gravitationally with some given parameters, like the masses of the three 
bodies, the initial values of the velocity and the position on the 
coordinate. (Barrow-Green, p.7) 
Trajectory “Curved path of moving body”.(Oxford University Press, 1997, p.1618) 
Variable  “a unit of storage that can be modified during program execution, 
usually by assignment or read operations” (Oxford University Press, 
2004, p.559) 
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13. Appendix 1 Model Code 
13.1 The Restricted Three Body Test Model 
This is the source code for the model we built specifically for testing.  Notice it has a constructor with all the 
variables we could test with, thus making it easier for us to change the initial values quickly.  It also gives the 
ability to run more than one test run at a time. 
 
C:\Three Body Problem\src\ThreeBody.java 
/* 
 * Restricted3BodyExperiment.java 
 * 
 * Created on May 7, 2007 
 * 
 */ 
 
/** 
 * 
 *  @author Marietta Cook Larsen 
 *  @author Evgenia Avdeeva 
 *  @author Wanke Cui 
 *  Based on code written by: Schürer, Rudolf , "Resticted Circular Three Body Problem," January 2000 
 *  Data points based off: P.W. Sharp "A collection of restricted three-body test problems," March 2001 
 */ 
 
import jDisco.*; 
import jDisco.Process; 
 
public class Restricted3BodyExperiment extends Process 
{ 
     
    public static void main(String[] args) 
    { 
        /*  Since we were unable to run all 20 constructors at once, we moved the the comment markers 
         *  so that only the constructors we were interested in running were the only ones running.  
         */ 
         
        // P1 through P3  P1 through P15 are Moon and Earth as primaries 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.994000, -2.1138987966945026683, 
5.4367954392601899690, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.994000, -2.0317326295573368357, 
11.124340337266085135, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.994000, -2.0015851063790825224, 
17.065216560157962559, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
         
        // P4 
       // activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.997000, -1.6251217072210773125, 
22.929723423442969481, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        /*  
        // P5 through P7 
        // activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.879962, -0.66647197988564140807, 
6.3006757422352314657, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.879962, -0.43965281709207999128, 
12.729711861022426544, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
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        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.879962, -0.38089067106386964470, 
19.138746281183026809, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
         
        // P8 through P10 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.997000, -1.8445010489730401177, 
12.353901248612092736, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-6, 1e-10, 1.000000, -1.6018768253456252603, 
12.294387796695023304, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 1.003000, -1.4465123738451062297, 
12.267904265603897140, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
         
        // P11 through P15 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 1.200000, -0.71407169828407848921, 
18.337451820715063383, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 1.200000, -0.67985230356540547720, 
30.753758552146029263, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 1.200000, -0.67153130632829144331, 
43.214375227857454128, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 1.200000, -0.66998291305226832207, 
55.672334134347612727, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 1.200000, -0.66975741517271092087, 
68.127906604713772763, 0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
         
        // P16 through P20 Models the Sun and Jupiter as primaries.  These constructors need to be run one at a time. 
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, -1.02745, 0.040334488290490413053, 
183.71316400018903965, 0.0001, 0.000953875, 1)); 
         
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, -0.97668, -0.061191623926410837000, 
177.33241131524483004, 0.0001, 0.000953875, 1)); 
         
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, -0.76665, -0.51230158665978820282, 
176.60722897242937108, 0.0001, 0.000953875, 1)); 
         
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, -1.09137, 0.14301959822238380020, 
82.949461922342093092, 0.0001, 0.000953875, 1)); 
         
        activate(new Restricted3BodyExperiment(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, -1.10137, 0.15354250908611454510, 
60.952121909407746612, 0.0001, 0.000953875, 1)); 
        */ 
      
    } 
     
    /* Constructor for the Restricted 3 Body Experiment program.  Its purpose is to set the starting values for the 
     * integration method. 
     */ 
    public Restricted3BodyExperiment( double deltaMin, double deltaMax, double maxRE, double x0, double 
yVelocity, double sTime, double fq, double m2, int pNumb  ) 
    { 
        // initialize variables used in calculations from values passed by the contructors 
        dtMin = deltaMin; 
        dtMax = deltaMax; 
        maxRelError = maxRE; 
        xStartPos = x0; 
        yVelocityStart = yVelocity; 
        simTime = sTime; 
        freq = fq; 
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        mass2 = m2; 
        numberOfPeriod = pNumb; 
         
        // calculate percentNumber 
        percentNumber = (simTime * pNumb) / fq; // This number is the number of times the Reporter plots in the 
graph. 
    } 
     
    double mass2;               // Set m2 to the mass of object 2. 
     
    // Define the starting variables for the derivatives 
    double simTime;             // Simulation time 
    double xStartPos;           // Starting position of x. 
    double yVelocityStart;      // Starting velocity in the y direction 
    double freq;                // The frequency of the reporter 
    int numberOfPeriod;         // number of periods to run the simulation 
     
    // Variables for calculatePercentageDone() 
    int count = 0;              // Start the counter 
    int percentageDone;         // Percentage done of the Reporter 
    double percentNumber;       // The number of times the Reporter plots the graph. 
     
    /* The following sets up for object Variables: 
     *     x is the variable that tracks the position of x, known as x.state 
     *     y is the variable that tracks the position of y, known as y.state 
     *     vx is the velocity of x 
     *     vy is the velocity of y 
     */ 
    Variable x, y, vx, vy; 
     
    /* Create a new instances of Graph to show the trajectoy of the Asteroid, 
       the velocity in the x direction and the velocity in the y direction 
     */ 
    Graph graph = new Graph("Asteroid trajectory"); 
    Graph graph2 = new Graph("Velocity of X with respect to time"); 
    Graph graph3 = new Graph("Velocity of Y with respect to time"); 
      
    public void derivatives() 
    { 
        // We are assuming that mass1 and mass2 = 1, to calculate the center of mass 
        double mass1 = 1 - mass2;       // Set mass1 to 1 minus the mass of object 2 
         
        // create local variables for vx.state and vy.state 
        x.rate = vx.state; 
        y.rate = vy.state; 
         
        // Setting up a holding variable for the y.state^2 for the differential equations 
        double ySquare = y.state * y.state; 
         
        // set up the constants that are used in the differential equations 
        double constant1 = (x.state + mass2); 
        double constant2 = (x.state - mass1); 
         
        // set up and define the demoninatorA for the differential equations 
        double denominatorA = constant1 * constant1 + ySquare; 
        denominatorA = Math.sqrt(denominatorA * denominatorA * denominatorA); 
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        // set up and define the demoninatorB for the differential equations 
        double denominatorB = (constant2 * constant2) + ySquare; 
        denominatorB= Math.sqrt(denominatorB * denominatorB * denominatorB); 
         
        // finally the differential equations 
        vx.rate = x.state + 2 * vy.state - (mass1 * constant1 )/ denominatorA - (mass2 * constant2) / denominatorB; 
        vy.rate = y.state - 2 * vx.state - mass1 * y.state / denominatorA - mass2 * y.state / denominatorB; 
         
    } 
     
    public void actions() 
    { 
        // Set the maximum allowable error for integration 
        maxAbsError = maxRelError; 
         
        // Set the chosen integratin method, if no integration method is specified, than 
        // the default method is used, which is RKE. 
        //integrationMethod("Euler");           // commented out to run Euler method 
         
        // Start the Variable objects defined in process so they can be calculated and graphed 
        x = new Variable(xStartPos).start(); 
        y = new Variable(0.0).start(); 
        vx = new Variable(0.0).start(); 
        vy = new Variable(yVelocityStart).start(); 
         
        // Start the actions in this method, the integration method. 
        start(); 
         
        // Create an instance of reporter to graph the asteroid trajectory 
        new Reporter() 
        { 
            public void actions() 
            { 
                graph.add(x, y);            // graph the trajectory of the asteroid 
                calculatePercentageDone();  // calculate the percentage done 
                graph2.add(x.rate);         // graph the velocity in the x direction 
                graph3.add(y.rate);         // graph the velocity in the y direction 
                 
            } 
        }.setFrequency(freq).start();   // Frequency of plotting in the graph. 
        hold(numberOfPeriod*simTime);   // Length of the simulation 
         
        // lastly show the graphs 
        graph.show(); 
        graph2.show(); 
        graph3.show(); 
        
    } 
     /* This method was created to give us an approximate time that an experimental 
     * run would take.  We did this because it appeared that some runs just got hung up 
     * in an endless loop. 
     */ 
    public void calculatePercentageDone() 
    { 
        count++; 
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        int integerPercentNumber = (int) percentNumber; 
        int showPercentNumber = (int) percentNumber / 100; 
        percentageDone = (count * 100) / integerPercentNumber; 
        if (count%showPercentNumber == 0) System.out.println("Percentage Done: "+(percentageDone+1)); 
    } 
} 
 
 
13.2 The Restricted Three Body Animation  
 
 
/* 
 * Restricted3BodyAnimation.java 
 * 
 * Created on May 11, 2007 
 * 
 */ 
 
/** 
 * 
 *  @author Marietta Cook Larsen 
 *  @author Evgenia Avdeeva 
 *  @author Wanke Cui 
 *  Based on code written by: Schürer, Rudolf , "Resticted Circular Three Body Problem," January 2000 
 *  Data points based off: P.W. Sharp "A collection of restricted three-body test problems," March 2001 
 */ 
 
import jDisco.*; 
import jDisco.Process; 
import javax.swing.*; 
 
/* 
 *  Restricted3BodyAnimation is the main class for running animations of the restricted ThreeBody problem. It 
handles the 
 *  actual calculations while it calls GraphicsClass to handle the graphical representation. 
 * 
 *  For convenience a calculatePercentageDone while building method was added, as well as the static method 
getInput, 
 *  which prompts the user for input on which animation to calculate. 
 */ 
 
public class Restricted3BodyAnimation extends Process 
{ 
     
    GraphicsClass AnimationGraphics; // AnimationGraphics is the object that handles graphical representation of the 
animation. 
     
    private double xLowest = 0;      // This keeps track of the calculated initial lowest x-value of the asteroid. 
    private double xHighest = 0;     // This keeps track of the calculated initial highest x-value of the asteroid. 
    private double yLowest = 0;      // This keeps track of the calculated initial lowest y-value of the asteroid. 
    private double yHighest = 0;     // This keeps track of the calculated initial highest y-value of the asteroid. 
     
    // Static void main calls the static method getInput to prompt for user-input on the data to initiate the 
Restricted3BodyAnimation with. 
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    // The getInput method is located at the end of the class, since it's an add-on used for initializing the animation. 
    public static void main(String[] args) 
    { 
        getInput(); // The getInput method gets userinput for initiation of the animation and launches it. 
    } 
     
    // The constructor of Restricted3BodyAnimation is called with the initial values for conducting a simulation of the 
restricted ThreeBodyProblem. 
    public Restricted3BodyAnimation( double deltaMin, double deltaMax, double maxRE, double x0, double 
yVelocity, double sTime, double fq, double m2, int cpNumb, int vpNumb  ) 
    { 
        // initialize variables used in calculations from values passed by the contructors 
        dtMin = deltaMin; 
        dtMax = deltaMax; 
        maxRelError = maxRE; 
        xStartPos = x0; 
        yVelocityStart = yVelocity; 
        simTime = sTime;                            // The time it takes for the object to do 1 period. 
        freq = fq; 
        mass2 = m2; 
        mass1 = 1 - mass2;                          // With the assumption that the sum of the masses is equal to 1 
        numberOfPeriodsCalculated = cpNumb;         // Periods used to calculate the initial view. 
        numberOfPeriodsViewed = vpNumb;             // Periods the animation will run. 
         
        // This number is the number of times the Reporter plots in the graph. 
        percentNumber = (simTime * numberOfPeriodsCalculated) / freq;  
    } 
     
     
    // Variables for calculatePercentageDone() 
    int count = 0;              // Start the counter 
    int percentageDone;         // Percentage done of the Reporter 
    double percentNumber;       // The number of times the Reporter plots the graph. 
     
    // declaring variables used in the constructor 
    double simTime;                 // Simulation time 
    double xStartPos;               // Starting position of x. 
    double yVelocityStart;          // Starting velocity in the y direction 
    double freq;                    // The frequency of the reporter 
    int numberOfPeriodsCalculated;  // number of periods to run the simulation 
    int numberOfPeriodsViewed;      // number of periods completed in the simulation 
     
    /* The following sets up for object Variables: 
     *     x is the variable that tracks the position of x, known as x.state 
     *     y is the variable that tracks the position of y, known as y.state 
     *     vx is the velocity of x 
     *     vy is the velocity of y 
     */ 
    Variable x, y, vx, vy; 
     
    // 
    //double d1, d2; 
    double mass1; 
    double mass2; 
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    public void derivatives() 
    {     
        // create local variables for vx.state and vy.state 
        x.rate = vx.state; 
        y.rate = vy.state; 
         
        // Setting up a holding variable for the y.state^2 for the differential equations 
        double ySquare = y.state * y.state; 
         
        // set up the constants that are used in the differential equations 
        double constant1 = (x.state + mass2); 
        double constant2 = (x.state - mass1); 
         
        // set up and define the demoninatorA for the differential equations 
        double denominatorA = constant1 * constant1 + ySquare; 
        denominatorA = Math.sqrt(denominatorA * denominatorA * denominatorA); 
         
        // set up and define the demoninatorB for the differential equations 
        double denominatorB = (constant2 * constant2) + ySquare; 
        denominatorB= Math.sqrt(denominatorB * denominatorB * denominatorB); 
         
        // finally the differential equations 
        vx.rate = x.state + 2 * vy.state - (mass1 * constant1 )/ denominatorA - (mass2 * constant2) / denominatorB; 
        vy.rate = y.state - 2 * vx.state - mass1 * y.state / denominatorA - mass2 * y.state / denominatorB; 
    } 
     
    public void actions() 
    { 
        reset();    // The reset method handles the initial setup of x, y, vx and vy. 
         
        start(); 
         
        // This reporter calculates the initial lowest and highest x and y. 
        Reporter ViewCalculationReporter = new Reporter() 
        { 
            public void actions() 
            { 
                calculateLowAndHighXY(); 
                calculatePercentageDone(); 
            } 
        }.setFrequency(freq).start(); 
         
        hold(numberOfPeriodsCalculated*simTime); 
         
        ViewCalculationReporter.stop(); // This line stops ViewCalculationReporter to avoid redundant calculations. 
         
        // Setting up the graphics by creating a GraphicsClass object. 
        AnimationGraphics = new GraphicsClass(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest, yHighest, x.state, y.state, mass1, 
mass2); 
         
        reset(); // Resetting the calculation to begin animation. 
         
        //  The AnimationReporter performs the actual animation, by calling the update method for AnimationGraphics 
with 
        // the calculated x.state and y.state. 
        Reporter AnimationReporter = new Reporter() 
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        { 
            public void actions() 
            { 
                AnimationGraphics.update(x.state, y.state); 
            } 
        }.setFrequency(freq).start(); 
         
        hold(numberOfPeriodsViewed*simTime); 
         
        AnimationGraphics.close(); // When the animation is done AnimationGraphics is closed to prepare for another 
animation. 
    } 
     
    // This method sets/resets the x, y, vx, and vy values for actions. 
    public void reset() 
    { 
        // Start the Variable objects defined in process so they can be calculated and graphed 
        x = new Variable(xStartPos).start(); 
        y = new Variable(0.0).start(); 
        vx = new Variable(0.0).start(); 
        vy = new Variable(yVelocityStart).start(); 
    } 
     
    // This method calculates the 'initial zoom' values. 
    public void calculateLowAndHighXY() 
    { 
        // Swapper code is used for each calculated x and y state to ensure the limits are found. 
        if (x.state < xLowest) xLowest = x.state; 
        if (x.state > xHighest) xHighest = x.state; 
        if (y.state < yLowest) yLowest = y.state; 
        if (y.state > yHighest) yHighest = y.state; 
    } 
     
    /* This method proved advantageous to make since ThreeBodyExperiment calculations can take a very long 
     * time to perform. In the animation it's merely nice to have, since it shows the program is actually 
     * running while ViewCalculationReporter prepares the animation view. 
     */ 
    public void calculatePercentageDone() 
    { 
        count++; 
        int integerPercentNumber = (int) percentNumber; 
        int showPercentNumber = (int) percentNumber / 100; 
        percentageDone = (count * 100) / integerPercentNumber; 
        if (count%showPercentNumber == 0) System.out.println("Calculating highest values of X and Y. Percentage 
Done: "+(percentageDone+1)); 
    } 
     
    /* This method gets user input on which animation to perform, then constructs and activates the animation. 
     * It is built with a setup of 20 different hardcoded animations. This is user-friendly, since finding 
     * the exact values to get interesting orbits by guessing is highly unlikely. 
     */ 
    public static void getInput() 
    { 
        boolean done = false; 
        String input; 
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        while (!done) 
        { 
            double initialdtMax = 1e-6; //  The initial dtMax for the animations. It's a good idea to fit it to the computer 
the animation 
            // runs on, to avoid excessive build-times. 
             
            int calculationPeriods = 1; //  Generally there is little point in calculating the view for more than 1 period, as 
periods 
            // repeat orbits. To reduce build-time this can be set to 1. If a completely accurate initialization 
            // of the view is wanted, set it to the same value as animationPeriods. 
             
            int animationPeriods = 7;   //  The amount of Periods to animate in each run. The higher the dtMax, and the 
higher the number 
            // of animationPeriods, the more likely calculation-errors will warp the animation of orbits. This 
            // possibility is left intentionally to be able to show just that. It would have been easy to run 
            // a while loop where the position of the asteroid is reset between each loop. 
             
            String message = 
                    " This animation program is set up to show 20 possible animations. \n" + 
                    "\n" + 
                    " The 20 possibilities are listed in the appendix of the project \n" + 
                    " report in Table 1. \n " + 
                    "\n" + 
                    " In animations 1-15, the fixed bodies represent the Earth and the Moon.\n" + 
                    " Number 1, 4, 5, 9 and 11 are animations based on the five LaGrangian points.\n" + 
                    " In animations 16-20 the fixed bodies represent the Sun and Jupiter.\n" + 
                    "\n" + 
                    "\n" + 
                    " Please choose an animation from 1-20: "; 
             
            input = JOptionPane.showInputDialog(message); 
             
            // The first 15 animations models earth and the moon as primaries. 
            if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("1")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.994000, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("2")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.994000, -2.0317326295573368357, 11.124340337266085135, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("3")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.994000, -2.0015851063790825224, 17.065216560157962559, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("4")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.997000, -1.6251217072210773125, 22.929723423442969481, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("5")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.879962, -0.66647197988564140807, 6.3006757422352314657, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("6")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.879962, -0.43965281709207999128, 12.729711861022426544, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("7")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.879962, -0.38089067106386964470, 19.138746281183026809, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("8")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
0.997000, -1.8445010489730401177, 12.353901248612092736, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
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animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("9")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
1.000000, -1.6018768253456252603, 12.294387796695023304, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("10")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
1.003000, -1.4465123738451062297, 12.267904265603897140, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("11")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
1.200000, -0.71407169828407848921, 18.337451820715063383, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("12")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
1.200000, -0.67985230356540547720, 30.753758552146029263, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("13")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
1.200000, -0.67153130632829144331, 43.214375227857454128, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("14")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
1.200000, -0.66998291305226832207, 55.672334134347612727, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("15")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, 
1.200000, -0.66975741517271092087, 68.127906604713772763, 0.0001, 0.012277471, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
             
            // The following animations models the Sun and Jupiter as primaries 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("16")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, -
1.02745, 0.040334488290490413053, 183.71316400018903965, 0.0001, 0.000953875, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("17")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, -
0.97668, -0.061191623926410837000, 177.33241131524483004, 0.0001, 0.000953875, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("18")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, -
0.76665, -0.51230158665978820282, 176.60722897242937108, 0.0001, 0.000953875, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("19")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, -
1.09137, 0.14301959822238380020, 82.949461922342093092, 0.0001, 0.000953875, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
            else if (input.equalsIgnoreCase("20")) activate(new Restricted3BodyAnimation(1e-10, initialdtMax, 1e-10, -
1.10137, 0.15354250908611454510, 60.952121909407746612, 0.0001, 0.000953875, calculationPeriods, 
animationPeriods)); 
             
            else JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "There was no valid input."); 
             
            boolean gotInput = false; 
            while (!gotInput) 
            { 
                input = JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Do you want to run another animation? [Y]es / [N]o"); 
                if ((input.equalsIgnoreCase("yes")) || (input.equalsIgnoreCase("y"))) 
                { 
                    gotInput = true; 
                } 
                else if ((input.equalsIgnoreCase("no")) || (input.equalsIgnoreCase("n"))) 
                { 
                    gotInput = true; 
                    done = true; 
                } 
                else 
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                { 
                    JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "There was no valid input."); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
     
} 
13.2.1 AsteroidAnimation class 
/* 
 * AnimatedAsteroid.java 
 * 
 * Created on May 11, 2007 
 * 
 */ 
 
/** 
 * 
 *  @author Marietta Cook Larsen 
 *  @author Evgenia Avdeeva 
 *  @author Wanke Cui 
 */ 
 
import java.awt.Color; 
import java.awt.Graphics; 
import java.awt.Graphics2D; 
import java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D; 
import javax.swing.JComponent; 
 
/* 
 *  This class handles the initialization and animation of an asteroid. It needs to be called with the pixel 
 * position of the asteroid. 
 */ 
public class AnimatedAsteroid extends JComponent 
{ 
     
    // The constructor of the animated asteroid basically creates an ellipse2D. 
    public AnimatedAsteroid(double x, double y) 
    { 
        double xCenter = x - (asteroidDiameter/2); 
        double yCenter = y - (asteroidDiameter/2); 
        asteroid = new Ellipse2D.Double(xCenter, yCenter, asteroidDiameter, asteroidDiameter); 
    } 
     
    // This method places the asteroid along the x and y axis, x and y are in pixels. 
    public void place(double x, double y) 
    { 
        double xCenter = x - (asteroidDiameter/2); 
        double yCenter = y - (asteroidDiameter/2); 
        asteroid.setFrame(xCenter, yCenter, asteroidDiameter, asteroidDiameter); 
        repaint(); 
    } 
     
    // This method paints the asteroid onto the frame, as a black ellipse. 
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    public void paintComponent(Graphics g) 
    { 
        Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D) g; 
        g2.setColor(Color.BLACK); 
        g2.fill(asteroid); 
        g2.draw(asteroid); 
    } 
     
    private Ellipse2D.Double asteroid;          // Create the variable asteroid 
    private final int asteroidDiameter = 10;    // Set the diameter of the asteroid 
} 
 
13.2.2 CoordinateSystem class 
/* 
 * CoordinateSystem.java 
 * 
 * Created on May 11, 2007 
 * 
 */ 
 
/** 
 * 
 *  @author Marietta Cook Larsen 
 *  @author Evgenia Avdeeva 
 *  @author Wanke Cui 
 */ 
 
import java.awt.Graphics; 
import java.awt.Graphics2D; 
import java.awt.geom.*; 
import java.awt.geom.Line2D; 
import javax.swing.JComponent; 
 
public class CoordinateSystem extends JComponent 
{ 
    /*  
     *  The CoordinateSystem class handles calculations based on coordinates of objects called, translating them 
     *  into positions that can be drawn in a JFrame. If the JFrame adds the CoordinateSystem, it will draw the 
     *  x- and y-axis, and update the text "0,0" at origin. 
     * 
     *  The CoordinateSystem is based on the assertion that a JFrame using it will always display the origin. 
     */ 
  
     
    /*  This constructor initiates with the minimum and maximum values of x and y to be  
     *  displayed, as well as the pixel height and width of the frame that uses the  
     *  coordinate system. 
     */ 
    public CoordinateSystem(double xLow, double xHigh, double yLow, double yHigh, int getWidth, int getHeight) 
    { 
        // Set the current width and height 
        width = getWidth; 
        height = getHeight; 
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        // Define the variables for the left and right most points of x 
        xLeftMost = new Point2D.Double(); 
        xRightMost = new Point2D.Double(); 
         
        // Define the variables for the top and bottom most points of y 
        yBottom = new Point2D.Double(); 
        yTop = new Point2D.Double(); 
         
        // Define the variables for the lines that will connect the points 
        xLine = new Line2D.Double(); 
        yLine = new Line2D.Double(); 
         
        /* Call the update method with the passed parameters. 
         * Assertion: xLow is 0 or less than 0, and xHigh is 0 or more than 0. 
         */ 
        update(xLow, xHigh, yLow, yHigh, width, height); 
    } 
     
    /*  This method updates the coordinate system in the frame, by storing values of origin 
     *  along either axis, as well as the difference between maximum and minimum values  
     *  of x and y. It also positions thecoordinate lines. 
     */ 
    public void update(double xLow, double xHigh, double yLow, double yHigh, int width, int height) 
    { 
        // Assertion: xLow is 0 or less than 0, and xHigh is 0 or more than 0. 
        xDiff = calculateDifference(xLow, xHigh); 
        originX = calculateOrigin(xLow, xHigh, width); 
         
        // Assertion: yLow is 0 or less than 0, and yHigh is 0 or more than 0. 
        yDiff = calculateDifference(yLow, yHigh); 
        originY = calculateOrigin(yLow, yHigh, height); 
         
        /* Setting the points for the xLeftMost and xRightMost, along with yTop and yBottom 
         * than drawing the axis lines between the two sets of points. 
         */ 
        xLeftMost.setLocation(0, originY); 
        xRightMost.setLocation(width, originY); 
        yBottom.setLocation(originX, height); 
        yTop.setLocation(originX, 0); 
        xLine.setLine(xLeftMost, xRightMost); 
        yLine.setLine(yBottom, yTop); 
    } 
     
    /*  Calculate difference from lowest point along one axis to highest point,  
     *  based on high and low values for either x or y. 
     */ 
    public double calculateDifference(double low, double high) 
    { 
        double diff = high - low; 
        return diff; 
    } 
     
    // Calculate the origin along an axis, based on low, high and length. 
    public double calculateOrigin(double low, double high, int length) 
    { 
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        // Assertion low is 0 or less, and high is 0 or more. 
        double diff = calculateDifference(low, high); 
        double lowPositive = Math.sqrt(low * low); 
        double origin = lowPositive / diff * length; 
        return origin; 
    } 
     
    // This method calculates the x-axis pixel position of an object with a given xCoordinate. 
    public double calculateXPosition(double xCoordinate) 
    { 
        // Calculates a position in the CoordinateSystem, along one axis, from a given coordinate. 
        double xCoord = xCoordinate * width / xDiff  + originX; 
        return xCoord; 
    } 
     
    // This method calculates the y-axis pixel position of an object with a given yCoordinate. 
    public double calculateYPosition(double yCoordinate) 
    { 
        // Calculates a position in the CoordinateSystem, along one axis, from a given coordinate. 
        double yCoord = -yCoordinate * height / yDiff + originY; 
        return yCoord; 
    } 
     
    // The method paintComponent paints the x and y axis lines, as well as the text "0,0" at origin. 
    public void paintComponent(Graphics g) 
    { 
        Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D) g; 
        g2.draw(xLine); 
        g2.draw(yLine); 
        g2.drawString("0,0", (float)originX, (float)originY); 
    } 
     
    private Point2D.Double xRightMost;  // The rightmost point along the x-axis in the coordinate system. 
    private Point2D.Double xLeftMost;   // The leftmost point along the x-axis in the coordinate system. 
    private Point2D.Double yTop;        // The highest point along the y-axis in the coordinate system. 
    private Point2D.Double yBottom;     // The lowest point along the y-axis in the coordinate system. 
    private Line2D.Double xLine;        // The x-axis coordinate line. 
    private Line2D.Double yLine;        // The y-axis coordinate line. 
    private int width;                  // The  width of the calling JFrame in pixels. 
    private int height;                 // The height of the calling JFrame in pixels. 
    private double xDiff;               // The difference between the min and max displayed coord of x. 
    private double yDiff;               // The difference between the min and max displayed coord of y. 
    private double originX;             // The pixel position of originX. 
    private double originY;             // The pixel position of originY. 
} 
 
13.2.3 GraphicsClass Class 
/* 
 * GraphicsClass.java 
 * 
 * Created on May 14, 2007 
 * 
 */ 
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import java.awt.*; 
import javax.swing.*; 
import java.awt.BorderLayout; 
import java.awt.FlowLayout; 
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 
import java.awt.event.ActionListener; 
import javax.swing.JButton; 
import javax.swing.JFrame; 
import javax.swing.JPanel; 
import javax.swing.border.EtchedBorder; 
import javax.swing.border.TitledBorder; 
 
    /* 
     * The GraphicsClass handle the initialization of the frame in which the animation takes update,  
     * including panels, buttons, actionlisteners and the like. Components are created here as  
     * objects of the following classes: 
     * AnimatedAsteroid, EarthAndMoon, CoordinateSystem. 
     */ 
 
public class GraphicsClass extends JComponent 
{ 
    private final int INITIAL_HEIGHT = 750;     // Initial height of the JFrame in pixels. 
    private final int INITIAL_WIDTH = 750;      // Initial width of the JFrame in pixels. 
 
    // Creation of variables used in Graphics Class 
    private JFrame frame; 
    private JPanel panel; 
    private CoordinateSystem myCoordinateSystem; 
    private AnimatedAsteroid asteroid; 
    private EarthAndMoon theEarthAndTheMoon; 
     
    private double xWest;           // This keeps track of the current lowest x-value shown. 
    private double xEast;           // This keeps track of the current highest x-value shown. 
    private double ySouth;          // This keeps track of the current lowest y-value shown. 
    private double yNorth;          // This keeps track of the current highest y-value shown. 
    private final double zoomOutFactor = 1.5;           // This is the factor with which we zoom out. 
    private final double zoomInFactor = 0.6666666666;   // This is the factor with which we zoom in. 
     
    /* The Constructor of the graphics class for the ThreeBodyAnimation receives all  
     * relevant information for placing graphics in a frame. 
     */ 
    public GraphicsClass(double xLowest, double xHighest, double yLowest, double yHighest, 
            double xstate, double ystate, double m1, double m2) 
             
    { 
        /* Call the method to create the JFframe and the JPanel, with two initial parameters 
         * of height and width 
         */ 
        createJFrameAndJPanel(INITIAL_WIDTH, INITIAL_HEIGHT); 
         
        // Call the method to create the buttons on the Frame 
        createButtons(); 
         
        // Call the method that creates the componets for the frame 
        createComponents(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest, yHighest, INITIAL_WIDTH, INITIAL_HEIGHT, xstate, 
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ystate, m1, m2); 
         
        // The initiateZoom method sets current zoom, so objects won't disappear behind buttons and the like. 
        initiateZoom(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest, yHighest);  
    } 
     
    /* This method is used to create the JFrame in which the animation will take update,  
     * as well as a panel in which to update buttons. 
     */ 
    private void createJFrameAndJPanel(int INITIAL_WIDTH, int INITIAL_HEIGHT) 
    { 
        // Creating the JFrame 
        frame = new JFrame(); 
        frame.setSize(INITIAL_WIDTH, INITIAL_HEIGHT); 
        frame.setResizable(false); 
        frame.setTitle("Asteroid Animation in Simulation Time"); 
        frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); 
        frame.setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
        frame.setVisible(true); 
         
        // Creating my JPanel. 
        panel = new JPanel(); 
        panel.setLayout(new FlowLayout()); 
        panel.setBackground(new Color(255, 255, 255)); // Give the panel a white background. 
        panel.setBorder(new TitledBorder(new EtchedBorder(), "Animated Asteroid")); 
        frame.add(panel, BorderLayout.SOUTH); 
    } 
     
    // This method is used to create buttons in the JPanel 'panel' 
    private void createButtons() 
    { 
        // Creating the Zoom-Out button. 
        JButton button_zoomout = new JButton("Zoom Out"); 
        panel.add(button_zoomout, FlowLayout.LEFT); 
        ActionListener zoomoutListener = new ZoomOutListener(); 
        button_zoomout.addActionListener(zoomoutListener); 
        frame.setVisible(true); 
         
        // Creating the Zoom-In button. 
        JButton button_zoomin = new JButton("Zoom In"); 
        panel.add(button_zoomin, FlowLayout.LEFT); 
        ActionListener zoominListener = new ZoomInListener(); 
        button_zoomin.addActionListener(zoominListener); 
        frame.setVisible(true); 
         
    } 
     
    // This method is used to setup the components in the JFrame 'frame'. 
    private void createComponents(double xLowest, double xHighest, double yLowest, double yHighest, int 
INITIAL_WIDTH, int INITIAL_HEIGHT, double xstate, double ystate, double m1, double m2) 
    { 
        // Creating the coordinate system: 
        myCoordinateSystem = new CoordinateSystem(xLowest, xHighest, yLowest, yHighest, INITIAL_WIDTH, 
INITIAL_HEIGHT); 
        frame.add(myCoordinateSystem); 
        frame.setVisible(true); 
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        // Getting the initial pixel-position of the asteroid based on x.state and y.state 
        double xCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateXPosition(xstate); 
        double yCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateYPosition(ystate); 
         
        // Creating the asteroid: 
        asteroid = new AnimatedAsteroid(xCoordinate, yCoordinate); 
        frame.add(asteroid); 
        frame.setVisible(true); 
         
        // Creating EarthAndMoon theEarthAndTheMoon. 
        theEarthAndTheMoon = new EarthAndMoon(myCoordinateSystem, m1, m2); 
        frame.add(theEarthAndTheMoon); 
        frame.setVisible(true); 
    } 
     
    /* This method updates the animated view, based on a new x.state and y.state for the object,  
     * as well as any possible change that occurs if zoom factors are changed. 
     */ 
    public void update(double xstate, double ystate) 
    { 
        // Get the current widht and height of the frame 
        int currentWidth = frame.getWidth(); 
        int currentHeight = frame.getHeight(); 
         
        // Update the coordinate system in the frame 
        myCoordinateSystem.update(xWest, xEast, ySouth, yNorth, currentWidth, currentHeight); 
        theEarthAndTheMoon.update(); 
         
        // Calcuate the x and y position of the asteroid based on xstate and ystate 
        double xCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateXPosition(xstate); 
        double yCoordinate = myCoordinateSystem.calculateYPosition(ystate); 
         
        // Update the asteroid with the new x and y coordinates 
        asteroid.place(xCoordinate, yCoordinate); 
    } 
     
    class ZoomOutListener implements ActionListener 
    { 
        public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) 
        { 
            /* Note: This Zoom will keep Origins relative position to the borders. 
             * Assertion: xEast >= 0, xWest <= 0, yNorth >= 0, ySouth <= 0 
             */ 
            zoom(zoomOutFactor); 
        } 
    } 
     
    class ZoomInListener implements ActionListener 
    { 
        public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) 
        { 
            /* Note: This Zoom will keep Origins relative position to the borders. 
             * Assertion: xEast >= 0, xWest <= 0, yNorth >= 0, ySouth <= 0 
             */ 
            zoom(zoomInFactor); 
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        } 
    } 
     
    // The method zoom is called by the zoom-buttons to modify the zoom factor of the simulation. 
    public void zoom(double zoomFactor) 
    { 
        xWest = xWest * zoomFactor;     // xWest is the new highest x-coordinate in the coordinate system. 
        xEast = xEast * zoomFactor;     // xEast is the new lowest x-coordinate in the coordinate system. 
        yNorth = yNorth * zoomFactor;   // yNorth is the new highest y-coordinate in the coordinate system. 
        ySouth = ySouth * zoomFactor;   // ySouth is the new lowest y-coordinate in the coordinate system. 
    } 
     
    // The method initiateZoom prepares the zoom of the frame to give a nice initial view of the simulation. 
    public void initiateZoom(double xLowest, double xHighest, double yLowest, double yHighest) 
    { 
        xWest = xLowest;    // xWest is set to be equal to the lowest x-value the asteroid passed. 
        xEast = xHighest;   // xEast is set to be equal to the highest x-value the asteroid passed. 
        yNorth = yHighest;  // yNorth is set to be equal to the highest y-value the asteroid passed. 
        ySouth = yLowest;   // ySouth is set to be equal to the lowest y-value the asteroid passed. 
         
        // This zoom command does a zoom that clears the asteroid from being obscured by buttons or similar. 
        zoom(1.4);           
    } 
     
    // This method is used by ThreeBodyAnimation to close 'frame' once the simulation is done. 
    public void close() 
    { 
        frame.dispose(); 
    } 
     
} 
13.2.4 EarthandMoon class 
/* 
 * EarthAndMoon.java 
 * 
 * Created on May 23, 2007 
 * 
 */ 
 
/** 
 * 
 *  @author Marietta Cook Larsen 
 *  @author Evgenia Avdeeva 
 *  @author Wanke Cui 
 */ 
 
import java.awt.Color; 
import java.awt.Graphics; 
import java.awt.Graphics2D; 
import java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D; 
import javax.swing.JComponent; 
 
/*  As the name suggests, the class EarthAndMoon handles the  
 *  initialization and updating of the stationary objects the Earth 
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 *  and the Moon. However, it can be used to handle any set of  
 *  stationary objects in the restricted ThreeBody problem. This is 
 *  demonstrated in the animation  by using values for the Sun 
 *  and Jupiter. (Animation 16-20) If it is animation of the Sun  
 *  and Jupiter, than the blue planet is the Sun, while the  
 *  light gray is Jupiter.*/ 
 
public class EarthAndMoon extends JComponent 
{ 
    // Defining variables to add the Moon to the animation 
    private java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D.Double moon; 
    // This is the location of the moon along the x-axis. 
    private double moonLoc;          
    private double moonRadius; 
     
    // Defining variables to add the Earth to the animation 
    private java.awt.geom.Ellipse2D.Double earth; 
    // This is the location of the earth along the x-axis. 
    private double earthLoc;        
    private double earthRadius; 
     
    // The CoordinateSystem used to update the earth and the moon. 
    private CoordinateSystem CallingCoordinateSystem;  
     
    //  Constructor of EarthAndMoon which calls CoordinateSystem. 
    public EarthAndMoon(CoordinateSystem aCoordinateSystem, double m1, double m2) 
    { 
        CallingCoordinateSystem = aCoordinateSystem; 
        createMoon(m1); 
        createEarth(m2); 
    } 
         
    /* This method sets up the Moon, with its position of m1, its   
     * radius, than calcuates the diameter. After which it sets up   
     * the ellipse of the planet than places it, passing the   
     * variables of moon, moonLoc and moonRadius */ 
    public void createMoon(double m1) 
    { 
        moonLoc = m1;       // The moons location along the x-axis. 
        moonRadius = 10; 
         
        double moonDiameter = 2 * moonRadius; 
         
        moon = new Ellipse2D.Double(0, 0, moonDiameter, moonDiameter); 
        placePlanet(moon, moonLoc, moonRadius); 
    } 
     
    /* This method sets up the Earth, with its position of m2, its  
     * radius, than calcuates the diameter. After which it sets up  
     * the ellipse of the planet than places it, passing the  
     * variables of earth, earthLoc and earthRadius.*/ 
    public void createEarth(double m2) 
    { 
        earthLoc = -m2;     // The earths location along the x-axis. 
        earthRadius = 30; 
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        double earthDiameter = 2 * earthRadius; 
         
        earth = new Ellipse2D.Double(0, 0, earthDiameter, earthDiameter); 
        placePlanet(earth, earthLoc, earthRadius); 
    } 
     
    /* This method places a planet on the x-axis, at the value  
     * xLocation in the CallingCoordinateSystem.*/ 
    private void placePlanet(Ellipse2D.Double planet, double xLocation, double radius) 
    { 
        // This places the earth at (m2, 0) in the coordinate system. 
        double xLoc = CallingCoordinateSystem.calculateXPosition(xLocation) - radius; 
        double yLoc = CallingCoordinateSystem.calculateYPosition(0) - radius; 
         
        double planetDiameter = 2 * radius; 
         
        /* Set.Frame sets the location of the upper left corner of a  
         * bounded ellipse */ 
        planet.setFrame(xLoc, yLoc, planetDiameter, planetDiameter); 
    } 
     
    /* This method updates the position of the earth and the moon in  
     * the Calling CoordinateSystem.*/ 
    public void update() 
    { 
        placePlanet(earth, earthLoc, earthRadius); 
        placePlanet(moon, moonLoc, moonRadius); 
    } 
     
    /*  This paintComponent method sets the color for the planets,  
     *  fills the ellipses than draws them.*/ 
    public void paintComponent(Graphics g) 
    { 
        Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D) g; 
         
        // Setting up the Earth 
        g2.setColor(Color.BLUE); 
        g2.fill(earth); 
        g2.draw(earth); 
         
        // Setting up the Moon 
        g2.setColor(Color.LIGHT_GRAY); 
        g2.fill(moon); 
        g2.draw(moon); 
    } 
} 
 
 
13.3 Excerpt from a Test Data File 
This is an excerpt of one our files that we used to run our experimental data through our Three 
Body Test Model.  It contains the first of the Lagrangian points (P1), which shows our 
methodology of how we changed the initial x-start position to get our trajectories.  We also 
tested P4, P5, P9 and P11, in the same exact manner.  P16 through P20 were each ran once with 
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a period of 1.125, since their initial simulation times were much larger than the first five 
Lagrangian points (P1, P4, P5, P9, and P11). 
 
// Testing trajectories Point P1: 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by -0.1%;  1 period 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by -0.1%:  2 periods 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.993006, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.993006, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by -0.01%;  1 period 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by -0.01%:  2 periods  
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.9939006, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
   0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.9939006, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
   0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by -0.001%;  1 period 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by -0.001%:  2 periods  
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.99399006, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.99399006, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
 
// 1st Lagrange, no change;  2 periods 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.994000, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by 0.1%;  1 period 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by 0.1%:  2 periods  
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.994994, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.994994, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.994994, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 7)); 
 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by 0.01%;  1 period 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by 0.01%:  2 periods  
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.9940994, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.9940994, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by 0.001%;  1 period 
// 1st Lagrange, changing by 0.001%:  2 period  
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activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.99400994, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 1)); 
activate(new ThreeBody(1e-10, 1e-4, 1e-10, 0.99400994, -2.1138987966945026683, 5.4367954392601899690,  
0.0001, 0.012277471, 2)); 
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14. Appendix II 
 
 
Graph in the 
appendix II 
x-start 
 
y-velocity Length of the 1 period 
The Earth and the Moon parameters (mass ratio 0.012277471) 
1st Lagrangian point 
GRAPH 1 0.994000 -2.1138087966945026683 5.4367954392601899690 
GRAPH 2 0.994000 -2.0317326295573368357 11.124340337266085135 
GRAPH 3 0.994000 -2.0015851063790825224 17.065216560157962559 
2nd Lagrangian point 
GRAPH 4 0.997000 -1.6251217072210773125 22.929723423442969481 
3rd Lagrangian point 
GRAPH 5 0.879962 -0.66647197988564140807 6.3006757422352314657 
GRAPH 6 0.879962 -0.43965281709207999128 12.729711861022426544 
GRAPH 7 0.879962 -0.38089067106386964470 19.138746281183026809 
4th Lagrangian point 
GRAPH 8 0.997000 -1.8445010489730401177 12.353901248612092736 
GRAPH 9 1.000000 -1.6018768253456252603 12.294387796695023304 
GRAPH 10 1.003000 -1.4465123738451062297 12.267904265603897140 
5th Lagrangian point 
GRAPH 11 1.200000 -0.71407169828407848921 18.337451820715063383 
GRAPH 12 1.200000 -0.67985230356540547720 30.753758552146029263 
GRAPH 13 1.200000 -0.67153130632829144331 43.214375227857454128 
GRAPH 14 1.200000 -0.66998291305226832207 55.672334134347612727 
GRAPH 15 1.200000 -0.66975741517271092087 68.127906604713772763 
The Sun an Jupiter parameters (mass ratio 0.000953875) 
5 Lagrangian points 
GRAPH 16 -1.02745 0.040334488290490413053 183.71316400018903965 
GRAPH 17 -0.97668 -0.061191623926410837000 177.33241131524483004 
GRAPH 18 -0.76665 -0.51230158665978820282 176.60722897242937108 
GRAPH 19 -1.09137 0.14301959822238380020 82.949461922342093092 
GRAPH 20 -1.10137 0.15354250908611454510 60.952121909407746612 
Table 1.  The list of values used for computer simulation of the R3BP. From Sharp (p.4, Table 1) 
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15. Appendix III – Results of Phase 1 of the Experiment 
These graphs (Graphs 1 through 20) represent our results using Sharp’s (2001) data points, with no 
changes to the initial conditions.  Each graph is 1 full period (simulation time). 
 
Figure III.1: Graph 1 (top left), graph 2 (top right), graph 3 (middle left), graph 4 
(middle right), graph 5 (bottom left), graph 6 (bottom right). 
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Figure III.2: Graph 7 (top left), graph 8 (top right), graph 9 (middle left), graph 10 
(middle right), graph 11 (bottom left), graph 12 (bottom right). 
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Figure III.3: Graph 13 (top left), graph 14 (top right), graph 15 (middle left), 
graph 16 (middle right), graph 17 (bottom left), graph 18 (bottom right). 
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Figure III.4: Graph 19(left), graph 20 (right) 
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16. Appendix IV- Results of Phase 2 of the Experiment 
 
Collection of results for the experiment, phase 2: changing the initial coordinate. 
 
 
 
Graph IV.1. These graphs show the trajectory for an asteroid with a slightly moved 
(respectively to the original values, see report, Table 1, Graph 1 and Appendix II, Graph 1) 
initial point: -0.1% (left top), +0.1%(right top), -0.01% (left middle), +0.01% (right 
middle), -0.001%(left bottom), +0.001% (right bottom) from the initial x-coordinate. The 
trajectories are shown for double period. 
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Graph IV.2. These graphs show the trajectory for an asteroid with a slightly moved (respectively to 
the original values, see report, Table 1, Graph 4 and Appendix II, Graph 4) initial point: -0.1% (left 
top), +0.1%(right top), -0.01% (left middle), +0.01% (right middle), -0.001%(left bottom), +0.001% 
(right bottom) from the initial x-coordinate. The trajectories are shown for double period. 
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Graph IV.3. These graphs show the trajectory for an asteroid with a slightly moved (respectively to 
the original values, see report, Table 1, Graph 5 and Appendix II, Graph 5) initial point: -0.1% (left 
top), +0.1%(right top), -0.01% (left middle), +0.01% (right middle), -0.001%(left bottom), 
+0.001% (right bottom) from the initial x-coordinate. Top and middle trajectories are shown for 
double period; bottom row is produced for 3 periods. 
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Graph IV.4. These graphs show the trajectory for an asteroid with a slightly moved 
(respectively to the original values, see report, Table 1, Graph 9 and Appendix II, Graph 9) 
initial point: -0.1% (left top), +0.1%(right top), -0.01% (left middle), +0.01% (right middle), 
-0.001%(left bottom), +0.001% (right bottom) from the initial x-coordinate. The trajectories 
are shown for double period. 
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Graph IV.5. These graphs show the trajectory for an asteroid with a slightly moved 
(respectively to the original values, see report, Table 1, Graph 11 and Appendix II, Graph 
11) initial point: -0.1% (left top), +0.1%(right top), -0.01% (left middle), +0.01% (right 
middle), -0.001%(left bottom), +0.001% (right bottom) from the initial x-coordinate. Top 
and middle trajectories are shown for double period; bottom row is produced for 4 periods. 
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17. Appendix V- Results of Phase 3 of the Experiment 
 
Graphs provided for the phase 3 of the experiment with the use of Euler method varying the step 
size. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure V.1 shows five trajectories calculated for the same initial values (see Graph 1 in 
Table 1, Graph 1 in Appendix III) but with the different step size: 10-8 (left top), 10-7 (right 
top), 10-6 (left middle), 10-5 (right middle), 10-4(bottom). All graphs except the bottom are 
run for 2 periods.  
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Figure V.2 The four graphs show the trajectory calculated for the same initial values (see Graph 4 
in Table 1, Graph 4 in Appendix III) but with the different step size: 10-7 (left top), 10-6 (right top), 
10-5 (left bottom), 10-4 (right bottom). 
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Figure V.3 The four graphs show the trajectory calculated for the same initial 
values (see Graph 5 in Table 1, Graph 5 in Appendix III) but with the different 
step size: 10-8 (left top), 10-7 (right top), 10-6 (left bottom), 10-5 (right bottom). 
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Figure V.4 The four graphs show the trajectory calculated for the same initial values (see 
Graph 9 in Table 1, Graph 9 in Appendix III) but with the different step size: 10-9 (left top), 
10-8 (right top), 10-7 (left bottom), 10-6 (right bottom). 
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Figure V.5 The four graphs show the trajectory calculated for the same initial values (see 
Graph 12 in Table 1, Graph 12 in Appendix III) but with the different step size: 10-8 (left 
top), 10-7 (right top), 10-6 (left bottom), 10-5 (right bottom). 
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18. Appendix VI.  Graphs of x- and y-velocities 
 
 
 
Figure VI.1 showing the x-velocity (left column) and y-velocity (right column) 
depending on time for Graph 1 (top row), Graph 2 (middle row) and Graph 3 (bottom 
row) from Table 1.  
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Figure VI.2 showing the x-velocity (left column) and y-velocity (right column) 
depending on time for Graph 4 (top row), Graph 5 (middle row) and Graph 6 (bottom 
row) from Table 1.  
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Figure VI.3 showing the x-velocity (left column) and y-velocity (right column) 
depending on time for Graph 7 (top row), Graph 8 (middle row) and Graph 9 (bottom 
row) from Table 1.  
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Figure VI.4 showing the x-velocity (left column) and y-velocity (right column) 
depending on time for Graph 10 (top row), Graph 11 (middle row) and Graph 12 
(bottom row) from Table 1.  
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Figure VI.5 showing the x-velocity (left column) and y-velocity (right column) 
depending on time for Graph 13 (top row), Graph 1 (middle row) and Graph 15 (bottom 
row) from Table 1.  
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Figure VI.6 showing the x-velocity (left column) and y-velocity (right column) 
depending on time for Graph 16 (top row), Graph 17 (middle row) and Graph 18 
(bottom row) from Table 1.  
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Figure VI.7 showing the x-velocity (left column) and y-velocity (right column) 
depending on time for Graph 19 (top row), Graph 20 (bottom row) from Table 1.  
 
